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expiring French revolution ended its
saturanlia of crime and
Paris in
M.Mid whirl) lias scarcely a parallel in the
w «, 1«1*history. The leaders and supporters
hr r. immuir. finding their reign at an end,
inotrarin 1 a Useless resistance by fighting in
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Paris.accompanied by the most terrible excesses. The streets ran with blood and
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kindled, not sparing the most elegant,
r.istly or venerable buildings, or the palaces
that wore the treasuries of art.
Pay after day
thr tires raged.
Aid was summoned from
Pnglaml, ltelgium and all accessible countries
to aid in extinguishing the llames. At the
last accounts the Versailles government had
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Democratic State Convention.
The Democrats of the several Cities, Towns, and
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May 27.
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Delegate.

No delegate will be entitled to a seat in the Convention whose residence is not established in the
or Plantation, which lie claims t*>
rep

prisoners.

at

benefits, they do

To nominate a Candidate for Governor;
To elect a State Committee lor the political year corn
mencing Jan. 1st, 187~'; and to transact any otlui
business that may be deemed expedient.
Every City, Town, and organized Plantation will
be entitled to one Delegate, aud an additional Dele
gate lor every 75 votes cast for the Democratic candidate tor Governor at the State election of ls7h, and
a fraction ot :t8 votes will be entitled to an additional
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I. The permanent and binding authority of
the Constitution over all departments of («overnment and all States of the Union, to the extent of the power therein granted :
•J. The exemption of every State from any
interference or control not clearly warranted
bv the Constitution;
That the interference by the President of
o.
the United States with the militan power of
the Union in elections, to overawe the people
and control the right of sulfrage, is treasmi to
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which Mr. Gifford was seated, drove up
Mr. Gifford springto them and stopped.
The State Committee will be in session at the
out of the carriage seized a hand of
ing
Mansion House, Augusta, on the evening previous
bos*
tin*
wo
have
interior
to
the
Belfast
doctrine.
to the day oi the Convention, and at the
monopolists;
Reception
the boy, and attempted to get into the crowd. Whetln r the towns
Kesolved, That the public debt 1- bindin.
along the route
Room at Granite Hall, lrom y to 11 o’clock on the
There are projects and
0. That we are opposed to the present system
reasons to know.
Mr. Ives, holding on can l»e induced to raise more money while unday of the Convention, to receive the credentials ot
upon the nation and must he paid, and that w
of taxation, which is based upon an inequality j carriage with him.
are unalterably opposed to any and ail nm.
delegates, and to hear and determine all cases that ; plans for railroad extensions and connec- burdensome to the working classes, while the
to the boy and calling for help, frustrated der the same management, is a matter of doubt. ments
may come before them, subject to the ratification ot
looking towards repudiation, direct ■:
tions, not known to the general public. host interests of the country demand that all
the Convention.
The linn of Wortmau A Porter, printer- of indirect: hut, in justice to the laboring and pi
.11 the street and identified.
classes of
should bear equally the his design. Mr. Earle had succeeded in
JAMES H. BUTLER, Penobscot, Chairman.
which are in contemplation by men with burdens of property
nr t siiu; oi Pauis May 2s.
classes, the rates of interest tlieivmi
the (rovernment:
HENRY FARRINGTON, Lincoln, Secivtur..
in with the daughter, and finding the Rockland Ca/ette, has been dissolved, ami dining
should he reduced at the earliest possible d it
10. That the importation of Chinese coolies, getting
Not a shot has
brains and purses capable ot carrying
ALONZO GAUGE LON, Androscoggin.
All is quiet within the eitv.
Mr. Wort man -Hires. 1! has recently been
Kesolved, 1'hat tin* deinoeratie partv i- opto get both his children,
it
JAMKS C. MADIGAN, Aroostook.
to he held in bondage by monopolizing capitalb. a tired -ini e in o'clock tiii> morning. The
impossible
them out. These men regard Belfast as ists at low rates of
CHARLES E. MORKILl., Cumberland.
away and pun based a tine printing press, and
posed to the existing system of federal taxation
under control. The
wages, cannot fail to deIn.,inn has e th** tlaim
drove off with the girl in the direction of
F. J. BUTLER, Franklin.
and tinam e. ruinous as it Is in its eil'eetv upon
Mr.
is to open a job printing otlice in I In- city.
in their programme. grade the dignity of American labor by coman important
i'n. --km- at Ibunainville made a thousand prispoint
MONROE YOUNG, Hancock.
petition, and introduce into our social system lloston. Mr. Ives returned tiie hoy to Wortmau has 1 lany friends here, and I predict the laboring, produein/, milling and maim
including armed women, on Saturday
CHARLES A. WHITE, Knmcbte.
to say it,
authorized
not
are
We
faeluring interests of the people and lie fruitful
yet
an
element
which
will
the
come
within
theii
endanger
All insurgents who
peace and
nimr.
E. h. O’BRIEN, Knox.
his mother, ami procuring a warrant for that he will be well patronized.
source of “hard time-.," per>mi d ind< hi-do
SAMUEL R. CARTER, Oxford.
are disarmed ami placed under guard.
11nt
but we feel very sun* that at an early day well being of our country;
j
and
indiv tdual bankruptcy.
Church
Our friends of the Congregation.d
II. Thai we pledge ourselves to the \ igor- the arrest of Mr. Earle, he came to this
ANDREW WIGGIN, Piscataquis
l*i ,\ i-ion trains are entering the eity. There
extend ous
Kesolved. T’liat labor ami
A. J. FULLER. Sagadahoc.
ipii.d ha\- 1:
{ tin* proposition will be made to
prosecution of reforms in our own State, city, ami laid the case before the Chief of and parish have closed their meeting liou-c, for
great rejoicing within and without the city
D.
WM.
ilist cause for antagonism; that w>• leureeahHAYDEN, Somerset.
ou r the termination of the struggle.
i the track along the whole front of the the reduction of its expenditure to the lowest
the purpose of repairing tin*-aim*. Repair" are 1 strife between these two
WM. H. SIMPSON, Waldo.
1
1
|«.r
ni l
the
elevation
of
the
Courts
s
the
of
practical limit,
A N. V. World
remaining
Police, who detailed two officers to assist
special says
SAMUEL D. LEAVITT, Washington.
1
much needed.
earnestly seek to place the laborer uni the cap
city, provided then* are no land damages .Justice above the inlluem e ot any personal or in the search.
insui'iciils surrendered unconditionally at H
H. K. BRADBURY, York
visited
several
tilist
on
livery
such
a
111
as
!.>•!
will
enable
1,
They
platfoi
The slaughter Saturday
I,., k tin- morning.
We have now two first flu-- hotel- here, and
partisan considerations, and the enactment
Democratic State Committee.
May 23, 1871.
| to pay. We want our people to be con- of
amicably adjust their ditlerem -e-. ; ,nd v\. ,i
wholesome laws, which public sentiment
stabloe about town, and finding no elite,
night wa- awful. Altogether, the suppression
both seem to be doing a thriving bu-iness,
unalterably opposed to the import it.
..t tin* rebellion lias cost over bo.oho lives and
sidering tin* matter. And let it be re- will sustain, and public oUieers be required to went over to Charlestown, and in one of they
and I am inf< rmed that many from abroad in- ; servile race for the purpose ot d( jradii
j
the d,-struotioii <>l one-third of Paris.
membered, while this plan is under con- enforce:
Gen. Roberts Declines.
standard and lowering th -pe-lii e ,1',
1-oNl‘oN, MaV *27.
f_\
'I li:ii \vi- are compel!. -I l»y profound ! the stables found the man who had driven
tend availing themseives of the privilege of
resource
not
the
ing classes of the nation.
that it is
convictions of their injustice and impolicy, to
only
We have been aware tor some months sideration,
A despatch from St. Penis. Friday night, says
Mr.
Salem.
Ib' told the spending the summer months in our city.
from
the
Kesolved. That we recognize tie* I.iodine
party
solemn
the
record
our
leading
protest against
the
It
controls
tpi i. are still terrible eonflagrutions in Paris,
of
the
dockage
company.
of the Thorndike Uon-c. -erved up a
obligation of all the pro\ Lions of tli eon'titwthat (Jen. Roberts had decided to decline
measures of the National Administration, and
officers that he had left them at Mr. Andrews,
the llallies of whieh rise to a great height illumj
tion
with
with
which
we
the
from the depot to
nf the United States as tin y now exist, .,e s
tine salmon ,o his guest- and some outsiders j
may
legis- we pledge all the power
bridge,
a re-nomination as 1 >emorrati<* candidate
inate the country for miles around.
we deprecate the di'i-Us-cu! of o*in
which
(iitl'ord's house. The officers then went
he entrusted to earnest efforts !. lessen the exTh, Prussian^ liave tired upon and driven
the number your eonvspond- have been settled in the mannm .m! -\ thcharter to build wharves. The
among
lative
ve-terday.
lor Governor. Little lets heretofore boon
penditures of the (iovernnvnl, to reduee and to the house designated, and had but just
bark to Paris a body of insurgents who were
lit
Xo.MKN.
authority
constitutionally
appointed.
|
to
hasten
the
extinction
of
Point
is
taxation,
to
front
virtually equalize
City
Ilv ii.e toward Aubervillers.
said in respect to this determination, be- j whole water
Kesolved, That \vt an fm a
arrived in the vicinity, when a close carriage
the public debt, and by honest payments to
It is ealeiilated there are upwards of_ .V),0tkl
But the business of the
at its disposal.
il
rigorously frugal, and simph ipphoej
cause of a hope that the General
protect the public domain against the rapacity drove
Maine Central Railroad.
dead bodies in the houses and cellars ot Paris.
nii^lit be
up to the house,a gentleman alighted
saving to the puhh iv-.viim 1
possible
and
of
and
robbers,
restore
and
early
is
to
speculators
women
and
children.
passentransport goods
Main "I them are those of
induced to reconsider his deeish n. Rat company
of
the
national
debt,
and
opposed
and told the driver to drive up the street
and cordial union and fraternity to the Stales,
\V«* h:i\ e tin* <»lli( i:11 aim.niiiiviacnt of charge
I he women have been perfectly furious during
and it will not engage in wharfage the
inultiplieation of oilieers and s;daiie- m. iel, •:
his letter published in the Rangor Demo- ger.-,
people and to the Republic.
the recent lighting in the French apital.
and back. The visitor was then admitted tin* new
Id, That by thorough organization and conWhere its track
arrangement lor running trains make place lor pari sails md for iueia i-nic
unless driven to do so.
K\eeiition- of the insurgents are eonstant. crat of last
e\ cry dv \ ice tile public d< ht.
week, sets the matter at rest.
The carriage soon returncerted action, victory U within the reach of the
to the house.
I I,,• de-truetion of property i-terrible. Onetin Maine Central Railroad, tin*
over
is, there will he the point of transhipment, Democratic
Kesolved,* That the eoutinuau- a- h\
party of this State, and this Con- ed, and Mr. Earle with his
li.urth »>f P n i- it i- estimated has beou destroy- It is as follows—
and
daughter
Tin* new time-table lieau Congress of tlm income tax, when ticvention pledges itself to effect such organization
It
whether above or below tin* depot.
coming summer.
ed.
j
same is at least of doubtful constitution:! ity an I
into.
Bangor,
to
secure
May
of
house
and
enand
and
all
honorable
men
came
out
the
action,
two
by
WashiN» i<»N. May 2S,
i takes effect Monday, dune btli, alter the
of
mi d t
necessity therefor has long since
f the candidates this day
means, the election
Sir:—Very sincerely thanking my Remo- there are any who doubt the feasibility
tered the carriage, with the intention of
Mini'tcr Washbiirne telegraphs Secretary
exist, is an exercise of a power oppres i\< ratie
friends, and all others, for their cordial
which date trains will run as follows:
the depot, let nominated.
above
vessels
and
loading
large
an
that
Fi h tlii- alternm.ii
Archbishop
the people and a gross violation of their r111
!
The
the cars for Worcester.
support during the Gubernatorial campaign of
The result was a splendid Democratic taking
Mail train, with Pullman palace car attached, and interest
\iy-uiiie pri< -ts were shot on Tucsilay night. ! September last. I now, for reasons ot a private I them call to mind the thousand tons ships
had bet- will lea\e Bangor s :4a A. M., .ounccting at
the
The insurrection lias been suppressed.
officers,
uesolvt'tl, I hut thr present tarill i- in i.m
proceedings
thinking
because
of
the
admirable
feel
to
solicit from them the that
j nature,
compelled
Portland with the through express train tor of its features oppressive. should l»c r«-\ i.
discharged their cargoes while moor- victory, mainly
1
indulgence of being allowed to decline a nof principles, but also because 1 ter be stayed here, sprang for the carriage, Boston, to arrive at 7 :.‘!0 P. M.
declaration
and
that we herewith request our iv|.r.‘»«-)it iwho
arc
Disaster.
And
let
those
Mine
tin*
Coal
ed
to
ncaniiialion the present year.
Shocking
bridge.
Mixed train for fast freight and pav-ongers tives in t'ongress, when tlm t.-m'if di-Ml >■ i!.
and a serious disturbance was the result.
The political signs of the times, everywhere,
business below consider tin* heavy all personal interests and ambitions were
will leave Bangor at 1 P M. and running via. subject of readjustment. t
j
doing
f th
On S:itunlay :t lire occurred in the shall | of late have too ominous, too
The father, not inclined to relinquish his
significant, to be
sunk in tin* desire Ibr success and the comAugusta will reach Portland tin* Mine 11iuhf product of tin* state and it» indiia
e»>ul mine at West l’iltston, Fa., | easily misinterpreted. A brilliant future doubt- expense o| trucking from the depot to
f>
next
Bos
on
o’clock
tin*
and
morning.
less awaits our tried, steadfast, and time-honorpropetlv eared i'«*r.
daughter, made a desperate attempt to
the running mon good.
Night express train, witli Pullman coping
Ucsolvod, Flint tin
owned 1 »\ the Lehigh Valley Railroad. ed Democracy. Nevertheless, 1 must, at all ; their stores, compared with
7 p. M..
We think it will bo seen, on careful ey- beat ofl the officers, and succeeded in cars attached, will have Bangui
1 Vnn>\ lvunia are t-m it It d to. and .-h"n id rears
their
doors.
(1111411”
the.
ot
to
loaded
he
hazards,
coining campaign,
perto Boston, arriving d ; *Vlo<-k
The wooden lining of the shall took lire, j
ami
run
the hands of the uuliiMiul m >\-a one m'
at
a
severe
blows
with
]
mitted to serve in the ranks rather than in a
!><•- dealing several
hiily the next through
morning.
We throw out these suggestions for the j animation, that the main diifcreiiee
;• r
prompt re.ognition of their■ r!aim- :
and threatened :l horrible death to tlit* do more elevated position.
he carried.
The door of the carriage
train will h*a\>* Bangor at
freight
Through
and
that
rceentabove
and
tween
the
just equalization of the Itoiinliev i, >and
platform
believing that God will ever defend [ consideration of those? interested in busi- j
Firmly
4
A. M., and run through to Boston, arriv- well as in
The I’ollowing*
<.i
11 men at work below.
then
and
the
officers
was
|..r
granted
closed,
money
and maintain the right, and that a more just,
dually
sprang
lorth at a County Convention in
ness and property at the lower part of tin* | ly put
ing early the next morning.
services in the late wai for tie -u; nm
de.-j*ateh «»r the following day, tells the j liberal, and expansive regime is soon to preTrains will he due in Bangor from Augusta the I’nion and «•«*ii-lilution.
Ohio, is that while the former simply re- I on the box and drove rapidly to the police
vail throughout the entire country. Fast, \\\m,
of
a lew
If
stubbornness
tin*
city
lo\.
by
at
j
M.; from
-ad story
station.
Here the scene beggars descrip- and intermediate stations
! North, and South.
Mo( 'and less, who served with di-dim
Portlan 1, (mail train > and intermediate Nations
cognizes the binding force of the whole
holders of intermediate property, tin* road
1 remain.
l’l rsioN, !*;»., May its—•j.;,,n l\ M.
The daughter clung to her father, at (5:45 P. M.; and night express with Pullman ti«>n
tion.
as
it
the
latter
is,
(luring tin* rebellion, i a gentleman
lays parMost respectfully yours.
is kept at its present terminus, a serious Constitution,
All Hie men who were in the mine have been
cars
through from Bostoh, (leaving
and begged piteously to remain with him, there atiached.
C'iias. VV. lit uuxTS,
ot
amendticular
certain
recent
s P. M.) at 7;10 \. M.
stress
The
removed, and Is of the ds are dead.
:
t
grout
popularity, and a most «-11.*« i\ <
upon
tlwough
business
will
to
the
best
ensue
por(feueral James If. [Sutler, Chairman, Item. harm
At half-past twelve o'clock last night they
freight train wifi lie ilue at I ;*1A P. M. bringing speaker. He has already challenged his
It puts forward the grafts as sa- and the father, clinging frantically to her.
ments.
Stale Com.
tion of the eitv.
b
P.
M.the
Boston
at
succeeded in cHeeling an entrance to the bottom
that
leaves
day
Hut the officers freight
radical opponent to take tin* -dump with
cred above the original trunk, and as en- refused to be separated.
of the 'hall. and brought to the surface Andrew
This withdrawal is a mutter ot profound
previous.
Tin >
No trains will leave Bangor ->n Sundays, tin;
Others higher in
must do their duty.
Morgan, lie was perfectly insensible.
him.
to
Not
titled
content
Southern
The
Democrats of the State, con(’apt. (hooper was command'-:'
Representatives.
special homage.
regret.
d-o found Hiram Curtis, dead, lying with his
Boston at s 1*. M., Saturnight
express
leaving
had decreed that they
will arrive on Sunday morning.
lace in the water.
Whig. the celebrated Cooper buttery.
that the Democracy should acquiesce in authority than they
scious of the high qualities ami personal
days,
The Chicago Tribune makes an interAt r_\lf» they 'em up word that the men had
no matter if hearts break
The New York Herald < -i- |-m:.
that which they* have no special reason to must be parted,
barricaded themselves in. and sent up a cage popularity of their candidate, will hear
estimate of’ tin* gain in Congresesting
in the parting.
Mr. Earle was at last
Srit ide. Our readers will remember from whieh we gather these t;l -.
This
the
e.vI.,r mol-.’ men and tool.-.
morning
with sorrow of his determination.
love, the new departure commands that
purls
The
sional representation which must accrue
eitemenl w:i< greater than ever. Fp to So’clock
the officers having that Mr. William Thompson ot this .-ity
the leading Deinoerats of tin van -i
the regenerated who join its hoped lor torn from his daughter,
thousands outside the Democratic organithis A. M., lit men had been brought to the top,
a
shock
on
the
2:M
of
Febhad
cenStates
under
the
new
the
Southern
to
paralytic
The
to use much force to accomplish it.
0 of w horn were dead •* all wei i* insensible when
black included, to In* in favor of Hamk
innumerable caravan, shall first how down
zation, who, attracted by his sterling
ruary last, which for a long time prossus.
1>\- the emancipation of the slave
brought out, hut one or two have so far recovwas returned to the mother, and
daughter
for the 1 *resid(‘iic\.
and
trated
him so that hi> lile \v;u despaired
before
certain
our
candidate their supsprinkle
graven images
ered as to be able to give all account of t belli- qualities, gave
of
or
that
two-fifths
aggregate,
population
Mr. Earle to a cell, a raving, desperate of. Although lie has been able to be out |
I\
.Morgan who was first discovered, is port, will
deplore that they cannot again say 1,G8<),000, have been added to the upon their heads tin* dust of humiliation.
siill alive, though Ins recovery is doubtful; he
since, he never tally recovered from tin*
man, to await his return to Salem, where
II K
Fa r‘vi. An 11u.Ni on 1111 M (
and
the
Will
the
of
Ohio
honor
him
and
themselves
with
their un1
Democracy
'till unconscious.
llis power of speech !
effects of the shook
If
basis of these States.
he
representative
was to be tried on charge of kidnapping
Monday afternoon as <*omluetor b'dgv's
to
are
eompciled
jiroceed
parties
exploring
countrv do it ?
solicited votes.
The
old Democrats,
and
his
told
affected
was
him*
physician
liain approached North belgrade, the enthe number of Representatives in Conwith the utmost eaution. and are lre(|iiently j
hisown children. He was carried to Salem,
whose heads have grown gray in devotion
Saturday that he would probably lost* it I gine left the track. The tender'and ii.
..ght out asphyxiated with foul gases.
but he was not to be tried by the court.
gress be fixed at *2S0, the ratio of popula—We :ire to have two circuses here on the
\i lo A. M.. do men had been brought out, in j to the
about
!<>
Yesterday
morning
entirely.
ho\ were ended over out ol tin way. ml
party ; the young and ardent mem- tion to a
At Id .M., not more than one or i
ol whom dead.
Representative in Congress will •Jilth of June—that run by the democracy, and A higher power had interfered. Reason o’clock, he was massed from bis resi- i the second box ear
telescoped the engine
tin* one under tin* superintendence of Stone A
two remained in the mine,
livery one brought bers of the organization that hopefully be
and
a search \
No.
l:>_f
French
alSt.,
tin*
new
under
census,
deuce,
represented
At
Murray. The latter is to give a free balloon as- had been overthrown’, and the loving
icing completely smashed, ami earning
up tor the last two hours was stone death
look forward to its
resulted
in
him
was
which
made,
finding
while
coming
ascendancy;
the
of
the
excitement
was
cension
on
the
nr
of
the
I'm
tin)IV the lighter work of the engim*
day
performance,
eatastrope
lowing a member for each fraction over
From Salem
father was a raving maniac.
the (ieneral’s companions in arms who
the former party will “go up in a balloon” in
I most indeM riba Me, thou-and of people crowded
suspended bv the neck, by a small cord,
Itobrrt Austin, ami tin hive. 01
one.half a ratio, somewhat as follows,
Journal.
he was carried to the Worcester Insane from a rafter in the attic over the shed ! •ngiuoor,
it oil in j tin- mouth ol the pit. and with difficulty (
[Kennebec
September.
:
in
11
in
were
buried
tinstood hy him in the held—all will hear
Kugone (lul liver,
win- kept outside the
rope which stretched;
It will be a busy time with the above “we,” Hospital, where he has since been confin- Only about a half hour had elapsed situscompared with the representation of 1NG0:
Vustin was eonlined by ho *• 11 i1
ioui.d tin- shaft. When the fire was lirst .lis- ! with sadness ot his retirement.
< Vnsti- ot (Vnsus of
but
when
taken
down
States.
his
the
two
disappearance,
as
clown
in
between
his
'2
o'clock
.ween the lire box ami a ratter of the box
.venal at ten minutes past
ed. until last week, when death ended
peracting
yesterday
1SIKI.
1870.
li
will
he
the duty of the Convention
he was quite cold, and life was extinct. ! *ar: and before he could be releas'd tile
a 1!erin.on,
it was time to change shifts, and
0
formances and furnishing gas for the Inisuffering. He seemed to be conscious He had evidently tied the cord around nuselcs of the lower
t hi ce carriage load' ofineii hud been hoisted,
which assembles at Augusta on the 27th
part of his leg were
Journal
loons.
But
the
resources
of
the
was
soon
in
Ins
McDermott
engineer
ilnrmir Ins last Hours, ami called lor
enveloped
his neck while standing on a pile ol
I
I
I Delaware.
A se\en* wound tin
roasted.
inet, to select, from among the many
ompletely
undo-, but .stood to his post bravelv. he hoisted
t
1
are very large in either line.
Florida.
children, His two oldest wnre with him, boards, and then jumped oil, and when ler his arm indicates that it was lir-t
ihe carriage lour times again, blit no men came
and worthy Democrats of the
prominent
Georgia.
discovered, his feet nearly reached the
Hi*. < Yosh\
up. The seventh time the rope was burned and
•aught and nearly torn out
10
! s
—(ieneral Roberts having formally declined to lint notwithstanding that death had claim- lloor. Mr.
Kentucky.
Stat<-, a standard heater. The material
broke and the carriage fell into the shaft. The
Thompson was oij years ot j md Thayer of Waterville, who wen* call
he the democratic candidate for (love rimr, his ed him for Ins own. his two
Louisiana,.
youngest
no
stand
his
arms
could
were
longer,
is abundant.
engim er
Scattered over the State
age, and was a printer of long rxperi- i *d, think he is doing well.
•'»
(i
oun:*; Hulli
party are canvassing for a successor. As the
Maryland,.
vei*el\ burned and it was with the utmost dif.Mississippi.
qualifications requisite have, only reference to were not permitted to lie there in his last cnee. He published for some time tin- j rer was fastened by tin* timbers a'-ain-t
ii• 1111> that he escaped with liis life.
By this are scores of trustworthy men in the
there
n
tin*
conclude
i:l
and
later
run
Missouri.
down, they generally
being
Bangor ! In* engine so that the steam ami u
moments. Let ns hope that this is the end
Bangor Democrat,
time ihe breaker and engine house were amass
ranks of the Democracy with the qualities
s
is no ditlieulty in the ease. [Kuinehec Journal.
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North ( arolina,.
Times, after the discontinuance of tin* j 30urod
a
fin* and at it o'clock the burning debris covof a heart-rending tragedy.
directly upon lorn, and it v
r»
i
South < ’arolina,.
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to
till
the
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office
be
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which
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not
more
of
1
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latter opening
acceptably
job printing
ered the ground.
gubernatorial
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ittlo time beton* lie could
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Tennessee,
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.1 to the scene. Fire engines were telegraphed of Maine.
of
his
at
the
time
death.
In*
owned
come into yiew, as we
1
be1
an
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I
down
Democratic
candidates,
They
lb*
was badly burned by tinrunning
lor and water was brought in barrels from the
were very prevalent here the past week.
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it
West Virginia, ^
dv
gor Whig.
lis legs and the lower p u t ot in
fore some of the radical leaders will he
bus(|uehanna, half a mile distant. A line ot pass our mind’s eye from west to east and
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S
Virginia,
u
-1»: 11»«• I •
Two of the tires were quite severe, de•no men was formed and buckets were passed
were crushed ml*
from north to south.
to the yard arms of the ship of
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1
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from uni: n» the other, and water was finally
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til tuo.se who would make popular can- :
State. The ropes are all ready.
passed into the shall, out of which a dense black
April term of the Supreme ('otirl in all tl»** time, ami giving direct imi !i o\
2 so
Whole mi in l»er,. ttltl
'iiioke continually poured. Shortly five engines
day evening a lire broke out in the rear of Hancock county. The ease Wardwell vs. release him before
didates ami acceptable Governors, ami
.1 tr• i11 ;
is- \va
It will be seen, therefore, that while
from Biltston. Kingston, Wilkesbarre and Scran—The Augusta Standard boasts of a the Merrimac stables. The damns spread Bluehiil was tin actum t«> recover
Will*
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that have not been belore the people, we
damage till* Wreck. I Ik It ■:
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p.ii arrived, and a stream of water was soon
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tin
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baby,
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children at Waterville
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injury
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a
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of isGO, had one less than one-third of the teen and a
and
involved
construction
i.v
tiu-s wei. at once engaged in conveying water
<*1
ii!road,
111• r
caused by tht* expansion
hall'pounds. I, allies of Wablo an adjoining carpenter’s shop, which with
in tanks to supply the fire engines, and by (J I \V 1-. Putnam, anil Gen. Sam. Amlerson
law. The plaintiff was riding on tin* iutt*»iat* heal.
Ii occurn <1 in :i nr in
whole number of Representatives, they
fhe Sunday
its contents, was soon destroyed,
County, do yon bear dial ?
lock til" heat had been so far diminished as of
in
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and
comlv.
with
Portland;
child,
*1 an- w
a
Invalli
where
not
tlm woods.
Henry
Sunday
Bradbury, Esq., will, under the census of 1870, have ten
the Shalt.
At
IS I
n ni'-pf'Clion ol
In ;i I low
and notI.cwistiin .lom ual
—Hon. Xidson Dingley, of 1 lie l.uwis- Merrimac stables next caught,
pany with three other carriage loads of 'liniii;*
minutes tn 7 o'clock ;i ilog was let down, ami of Hollis; Caleb K. Ayer Esq., of Corone-third
ot
the
members more than
In a law momenta
the arduous efforts made by relatives, to visit a sister-in-law residing
in tj in i mi It- raised alive.
nish; Hon. Joseph Titeomb, of Kenne- whole House. And what is more, this ton Journal, is attending tin; National withstanding
!,.■ was :i«r:iin let down, anil tiller "cmuining a
the firemen, the building was soon one in tlie defendant town. An invalid .isteiUuloH's brain weighed liftv nine oiiinn-s
Christian
Molds
of
the
Convention
as
lieYoung
minute^ was raised with the same result
bunk; Ur. Alonzo Gareelon, ol Lewiston;
Ladinirault yesterday captured Le*
i< n
i>,,i., v. < liamont, and Merrilinontaut. and <«en.
\ ,.||„v at a late hour carried the cemetery ol
IVrc la « has<-. The insurgents yesterday shot
i|(l- \ chbishop ot Paris, Abbe Puguene, and
-i\tv-iwo other hostages remaining in theii
|...-ses-ion. Troop- had previously captured
| .a Ib.ijuette and saved lbb hostages detained
I’he body of I>elescluse 1 a> been found
there.
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Correspondence ot the Journal.
Ho('KI.a\i>, M:iy 20, |"71.
The Knox & Lincoln Railroad seems to lie
giving our people, at this time. a- much trouble
as the. Mooseliead Lake Railroad ever gave to
tlie citizen- ot liellast. Our railroad has now
Rockland
cost us about two million dollars.
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ion of (ioyernor this year, the general
icket being lor Auditor (Jcncral and Sur-

to Animals.

The Globe ended

Peun.-ylvania

State Convention preparatory
•lection next fall, at IIarri>imrg.
Jltli. The Convention L reported

| heir

rangemcnt for a fair in aid of the Massa
chusetts Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty

ueneraimcs.

The Pennsylvania Democracy.
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Mrs.

recently.

boy a year younger. Mr. Earle was not
content to abide by the decree of the court,
but upon the principle that might makes

1

rail for

Earle’s care until

a

on

payment

charge of desertion, by the Supreme

Earle applied to the court for custody of
flic children, and was granted the charge
of the two youngest, a girl of thirteen, and

are

be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribe!
in arrears are requested to forward the sums^din
lu sending mtmev, state THE POST OF KICK
to which,the paper is sent.-54T

the

Court of Massachusetts. There were four
children, and they have remained under

■

The remains of the composer are
number.
1.. the eoitin being broken ami its contents
merged with ilit* other debri* in an mulistinguishable mass.
s i. Dkxis, May -JT.
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gentlemen,
tral Company believes llelfast to possess agitates the whole country with the tregreat advantages as a water outlet for mendous trumpet notes of preparation,
the country above. They are disposed to for a contest in the comparatively narmake the most of these advantages, and row limits of even the great state of Ohio.
Administrators. Executors and Guardians
Preliminary to the contest in New
desiring their advertisements published in the to bring hither such heavy classes of
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
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Esq., a leading director
Company, and Ed"
win Noyes, Esq., Superintendent, were the Democrats of New Hampshire with
in liellast on Monday, looking over the that already begun in Ohio, that their indepot grounds and water front of the clinations will be toward the former as a
oily, and considering the business capa- model. And especially when the results
in the Maine Central
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Wc think, when our friends throughout
the country contrast the canvass made hy
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At half-mist six Mr. Win. Lorn, Ass’t
'-iiiierintendeiit uf tlie 1 ’eiiiisvlva"ia Coal Co.,
75 feet, with a rope around his leg.
down
went
A arriage and platform over the tnotilh of the
I,alt
ei)iii|ileted. and at 7.45 Davis Harris
:linl \Vm. AVarren. miners, eommeneed in the
mine, repairing the partition hetwecu the uptore.

ast ami down-east, elearing away the obstruction- uf fallen timbers as they went. The shall
,,f the mine was *jxh feel deep, and the work of
neutering the imperilled miners was pushed
ith the greatest vigor, until as above stated,
i,on alter midnight, the front man was reached
The lire originated from the
mil up.
an,|
I, ietioii of tin- wooden machinery ofthe breaker,
I" the surrounding
communicated
was
and
wood-work bv only the wrappings ami packhut
one opening, ami is
ing-. The shaft has
precisely in tiie same condition ns the Avondale
-halt was previous to that great disaster.

■
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Letter From H. G.

Leavf.xwortii, Kas., 19th.
The Leavenworth Times publishes the
following letter from Horace Greeley in
reply to a letter asking his views in rclation to his li.Ame being brought before the

increase of Congressmen gives the South
Bradbury and Artemas Libby, a corresponding in the electoral college
Esq., of Augusta; Hon. E. W. Earley, of for President and Vice President.
Newcastle; A. P. Gould, Esq., of Tliomaston ; Arno Wiswell, Esq., ot Ellsworth ;
A gentleman in this city recently gave
Hon. J. C. Talbot, and Geo. Walker, Esq., us an example of the way taxes are levied
of Machias; George B. Burns. Esq., of on the consumers of goods. He sent to
Calais; ,1. C. Madigan, Esq., of Houlton ; Canada for some cloth, the cost of which
Gen. Gorham L. Boynton, W. II. Me- was £7.7)0. There was demanded and
Crillis, Esq. and Geo. W. Ladd, Esq. of paid upon it, at the Custom House, a duty
Bangor; with probably others whose of £4.40—which represents the percent,
names do not occur to us.
There is no robbed directly from the pockets of the
lack of excellent timber for a democratic people, and put into the coffers of the
platform in Maine, or of candidates who manufacturers.
will do honor to the party in the camWe copy the following railroad item
paign, and to the otlice when elected.
Hon. J. W.

|

A few weeks ago Mr.
merchant of New

Putnam, a promiYork, was riding
in a street ear, having in charge two lafor dies. They were insulted by a drunken
nent

next i.ational Republican convention
the nomination ol President:
ruffian. Mr. Putnam remonstrated, and
New York, May 29, 1871.
was threatened with violence.
On alightI have yours of the
Mr Dear Sir:
ing from the car, the villain struck his
mph nit., asking a pointed question with
victim on the head with an iron bar, from
regard to our political future, i must respond in great haste. 1 trust never, the effect of which blow death ensued.
henceforth, to lie an aspirant for any of- Last week a full and fair trial of the ruffice or political position whatever, blit I fian Foster resulted in
a verdict of
guilty',
fully purpose also never to decline duty and he was sentenced to be
hanged on
nr responsibility which my political friends
shall see lit to devolve upon me and of the 14th of July. The effect ol this will
which I shall he aide to fulfil the obliga- be to render the cars and streets of New
tions, without neglecting more important
York safer for decent people than they
i have riot yet formed a decided
duties,
have been ot late, and will lie a lesson to
to
who
be
man
the
to
ought
opinion as
lawlessness and violence everywhere.
our next Republican candidate lor PresiIt seems to me advisable be should
dent.
he a steadfast and constant believer in
IL S. steamer Worcester which took out prothe good old Whig doctrine ol one Presi- visions for France sails from Liverpool for home
with the Runs which belone to the priyuleer
dential term.
Shenandoah.
Horace Greeley.
(Signed)

from the Dexter Gazette: “The Main
Central R. R. Co., have had their agents
prospecting in this section of the country
for the past week or two, with a view, it
is said, to the extension of the road from
this place either to the upper country, or
to Dover. We understand that this is the
precursor of a regular preliminary survey,
which will be commenced in a few days
in such direction as shall be decided upon.
If the Piscataquis Co. mean business,
and commence the extension of their road
from the Dover and Foxcroft terminus
towards Guilford, it is given out that the
road will certainly be extended- from this
station. Whether it will go to Dover, or
towards M.H. Lake, remains to be seen.
In either event the object sought by the
Piscataquis Company, which is to secure
all the up country traffic, will be very

effectuall*y

blocked.”

%

New Lisbon, Ohio, rejoices in the possession

of ii maiden of sweet sixteen who Inis amused
herself by swallowing pins and needles, and

now they are collecting in masses and breaking
through the skin. Fifty-seven pieces have already come to light.

Association,

at.

—The ceremonies of

one

of great interest.

—The Belfast Jciuriial naturally throws cold
on the
Vallandigliain progressive platform. [Portland Press.
We never
The Press is mistaken.

naturally.

—The New York Sun continues
very sharp

hangs

out

on

the

folks at

between

to

Washington.

he
It

following nomination—

Office-Holders’ Candidate—For
Useless ,S. Chant.

and were

of the horse*

were

The total loss is
which there is a partial

them from their torture.

water

throw cold water

were

nearly all saved. Several
burned, the lire spreading so rabidly they could not be saved. It
accepted an was pitiful to hear the cries of the sufferthe oeqpsiou
ing animals, and not be able to release

pean and North American Railroad to St.
John, will take place on the 11th of Oc-

will be

There

175 and 200 horses in the stables at the

opening the Euro- time,

tober. President (Irani has
invitation to lie present, and

of llames.

mass

Washington.

President:

about $25,000

on

insurance.

Another lire nearly destroyed the old
rebel ram Stonewall, that was lying near
the foot of Maverick street, East Boston.
It was

thought

the lire was set

THE HOME KOlt LITTI-E

by boys.

WANDERERS,

celebrated its sixth anniversary, in Tremont

Temple,

last

Tuesday evening.

The

Home is located in Baldwin Place, and is
Hospital, at Portland, have adopted a an institution that every large city should
plan for the building. H will lie of have. It was started about six years ago.
brick, with accommodations for 200 pa- Its object is to provide for the little ones,
who are without homes and protection.
tients.
—The Trustees

ol the Maine General

need a little entertainment during
the lint weather, we’d as lief the Democracy
would furnish it as anybody. I Lewiston Journal.
Well, you shall have the entertainment
—As

we

that die boar

gets when

bricks.

lie dances on hot

who must go out by the day
to work can bring their children here, and
Poor

people

leave them with the assurance that they
will be well cared for. The number the
home has had in

charge for

the six years,

have been 2,942, of which 1,824 have been
given out for adoption. 1,773 have been

the 24th, the new treaty
provided with good homes. It is a good
United States and Great work, and one that should be
encouraged.
lirilain was ratified by the Senate. The
KRIEFS.
assent of the Queen will doubtless lie
For the past few weeks a special comgiven, and thus will be got rid of die most
has given hearings, on the free
mittee
troublesome and threatening question that
lias arisen between the countries for the ferry question, between the city proper
and East Boston. The arguments have
last half
On

Wednesday,

between

the

century.

in-law was staying for a few weeks with
the Bluehiil lady, and plaintitf claimed
that his visit was to see the invalid, and
within the
so was ti “work of charity”
meaning of the statute. The town claimed
that plaintiff went to see his sisters for social enjoyment only, .fudge Kent instructed the best definition of a “work of charity” he could give them was that it must
be a work performed with intent to do
some good to some person other than the
doer, and it must be of such a nature that
it would be a kind office to another, as
the relieving of any distress, mental or
physical. He left it for the jury to say
whether the plaintiff's traveling came up
to his definition. The jury returned a
verdict for the defendants. The oilier
case, Elizabeth Green vs. Stephenson was
an action to recover price of hoard, and
was brought by a married woman living
with her husband. The defendant claimed that he was doing business with MiGreen all the time he was stopping at
their house; that Mr. Green was largely
in his debt, and he supposed bis board
was being charged to him by Green to
He further
be allowed on settlement.
claimed that he never knew that Mrs.
the
house.
run
The
Green
jury found
that the “gray marc was the better horse”
and gave Mrs. Green the full amount of
her claim.

Accident —Man
Sai>
Drowned. Mr.
.Tames If. Young, who has been living for
on
Indian Island, at the entrance of
some time
Rock port harbor, started in a sailboat Wednesday morning to come up to that village to
work When only a short distance from the
shore the boat was capsized and sank, Mr.
Young going down with it. Ills son, about
twelve years of age, heard his father scream
when the boat was capsized and went to the
place of disaster, but found only the oars and
a
pail which floated out of the boat. Mr.
Young was about forty years of age, and
leaves six orphan children. The body lias not
been recovered, fHerald.

ami a hall or ten ounci•*. in a\
I’ll«• heavier than the average weight.
iest brain ever weighed was that o! ( u\ ;<
the Freneli naturalist, which is given by
1
m
some authorities at. si\ty-ti\e onm-.
Hie brain
bv some at sixtv lour oum
oi Daniel Webster (partly c-timaled mi
account of a portion being destroyed Is
Hi
disease) weighed m\t\-four ounce-.
brain of Dr. Abercrombie, of Scotland,
weighed sixty-three ounces. I'Ik* average weight, of men’s brains i- about Ii ft v
ounces.
The lower, brute portion. <>l
KulotFs brain and the nicchanic.il p«>\\. s
wore unusually large
The upper pm
tion of the brain, wliieli directs tin? higln r
\
moral and religious sentiments, was
deficient,
in the formation of hi- l»rain.
The
skull
lluloff was a ferocious animal.
was probably tin* thickest ever known
less
than
In no place was it
three-eighths
of an inch in thickness, ami inmost place*,
Tin*
usual
thickness
an
inch.
it was half
of a man’s skull is loss than one-fourth of
Uulotf’s head was opened in the
an inch.
usual way, by parting tin* scalp over the j
1
head, from one ear to tin* other, and sawing oil* the top. The surgeons who performed the operation say it required threequarters of an hour to saw around the!
skull, anil before it was completed they
began to think that tin* head was all skilli.
It is very well-known that ltulolV’s
grave was opened three times last Friday
night by different parties who wanted to
obtain his head.
One of those parlies
was from
Albany, and twice the body
was disinterred by persons living in Uinghamton. One company would no sooner
cover the body, which all hmml headless,
and leave it, Than another company would
come and go through with the same operations. It is now known that the head
was never buried with the body, but was
legally obtained before the burial by the
ot <t.
surgeons who have possession
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In ’, devote so Hiiii'li I uni to rollon m l
-tt little t > corn.
l ln* nej>mes steal
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The originator oi mis w'onderful medicine, claims
to have discovered and combined in harmony more
of Nature’s most sovereign medical properties than
was ever before combined in one medicine.
The
evidence of this fact is found in the great variety of
most obstinate diseases which it has been found to
conquer. In the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and in the early stages ot Consumption, it has astonished the medical facultv, and hundreds of the host
physicians pronounce it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While it cures the severest Coughs,
it strengthens the system and purifies the blood. By
its great and thorough blood purifying properties, it
cures all Humor from the worst Scrofula t• a common Blotch, Pimple or Kruption. Mercurial Disease,
Mineral Poisons, Syphilitic and Wneral Diseases,
and their effects are eradicated and vigorous health
and a sound constitution established. Erysipelas
Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Kevcr Sores, Scaly or
Rough Skin, in short, all the numerous diseases
caused by bad blood, are conquered by this powerful,
purifying and invigorating medicine. For “Liver
Complaint,” Bilious Disorders and Habitual Constipation, it has produced hundreds of perfect and permanent cures where other medicines had failed.
The proprietor oilers §l,ouo reward for a medicine
that will equal it in the cure ot all the diseases for
Beware of counterfeits
which it is recommended.
and worthless imitations. See that my private Government Stamp, which is a positive guarantee of
Genuineness, is upon the outside wrapper. I his
medicine is Sold by Druggists at 81.CO per bottle.
Prepared by R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Sole Proprietor,
at bis Chemical Laboratory,
I'M Seneca street,
luw-h*
Buffalo, N. V.

SimontonBro. & Co.
Propose making

change

a

in their

FIRM June 15, 1871.
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to that date their
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and
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it -y
Icr, sells
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Upon

Dr. A. K. Wing is

as

one

keen observer, and of
untiring industry, and his honest integrity is
proved by the standard value of his medicines.
2w47
Tiif Involuntary Muscles are tin so
which control the Stomach, Liver, Lungs,
Heart, &c.; they, are influenced directly by the
mind, so that close study, anxiety, grief, irritation. secret excesses, and a host of other exI citai ts. acting directly on the brain, disturb the
nervou* system, and prevent due muscular ncKiohts.
Hack of Maiden | tion in those organs necessary to sustain life.
Woman's
I
Itoek', iii Wisconsin, al a locality called Here lies the great cause of Dyspepsia, IleadHum City, lives a Swede, who. having I a<h *. Jaundice, Impoverished Blood, Irreguthis spring hut one ox, persuaded his larities, Languor, Debility, Bronchitis, Consumption, &c„ &c. Fellows’ Compound
wd<* t<> carry one end of the
yoke while Syrup of Hypophosphites, by its potent
and
while
he
salutary etiects on the nervous system,
held the plow and
plowing,
skeins the best adapted to cure weakness or detheir hoy drove. The woman labored at
bility of those organs.
this extraordinary
employment for two
if you have a discharge from the
days, hut was then compelled to quit it
nose, offenand take to her bed on account of hav- sive or otherwise, partial loss of the sense of
taste or hearing, eyes watering or weak,
smell,
ing ruptured an internal organ in her feel dull and
stupid or debilitated, pain or proefforts to keep her end of the yoke even.
cure in the head, take cold easily, you may rest
In two days alter she died, the
that
assured
you have the Catarrh. Thousands
physician
called by the neighbors finding it impos- annually, without manifesting half of the above
in Consumption and end
terminate
sible to do anything for her relief. The symptoms,
in the grave. No disease is so common, more
light of civilization must have burned deceptive
or less understood by physicians.
It.
dimly in the neighborhood where her hus- V. Pierce, M. D., of Buffalo. N. 1is the proband was born and bred ; and it is evi- prietor ot Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy—a perdent that the poor wife was
specific for Catarrh, “Cold in the Head,” or
unknowing fect
< atarrhal Headache, which he semis to
any adof the rights claimed by her
strong-mind- dress, postpaid,
for sixty cents, or four packed sisters.
ages for $2. Sold by most druggists everywhere*
:i

out at

sacrifice. NOW

a

IS THE TIME TO

SECURE YOUR

SPRING

ah.,

THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
-for sale the Summer Stand at Me-Laiu’s Mills, in Appleton, consisting of a two story House. E., Barn, and out buildings, uml lorty-tive acres of land well teuoed and
watered and conveniently divided in field and pastSaid land produces apples, currants, gooseure.
There is thereon a
berries, &c., &c., in abundance.
large lot ot sugar maples. Spring-water (never tailing' is conveyed to the buildings through an aqiie-
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Andreas, Cal., it the residence of Capt. \V
Hopkins, by Kev. Father Mosrissev, Monday,May
1* o'clock M., Mr. J. F. Treat,
at
formerly ol
Frankfort, Mr., to Miss Julia A. ltoche, both ol San
Andreas,
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By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D.
human being lias passed away, for whoso death
:i > no other reason than the neglect Ot' know'll
there
.uii! indisputably proved moans of euro. Those near and
> iamih
and friends are sleeping the dreamless
«l* ;ir
into wliieli, had they calmly adopted
iuinlM

Many a
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id avail-.! themselves oi liis wonderfully efficacious
.li. in< s, they would not have fallen.
Dr. s> hen. k has in his own case proven that where
ever -utli. K ill
iiality remains, that itality, by his medi■ iii. s mid
his directions for their use, is quickened into
healthful vigor.
In t!ii' statement there
nothing presumptuous,
iu the faith of the invalid is made no representation
that is not a thousand times substantiated by living and
visible works. The theory ol the cure by Dr. Schcnek’s
nicdioim** is as simple as it is unfailing. Its philosophy
It is self assuring, scll-conrequires no argument.

oman,”
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TO THE MALE SEX,

tllVES.LP.AS LOST.
The second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm
room, mail they get well; it is almost impossible to preM-nt taking cold when the lungs are diseased, but It must
I,.- piv\ eiited or a cure cannot be effected. Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of the country in the
fall and winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who
recommend that course lose their patients, if their lungs
are badly diseased; and yet, because they are inthe house
tln-y must not sit down quiet: they must walk about the
room as much and as fast as the strength will bear, to get
up a good circulation of blood. The patients must keep
in good spirits—be determined to get well. Tills has a
great deal to do with the appetite, and is the great pointto
f

To despair of cure after such evidence of its possibility
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
Dr. Schenek's personal statement to the Faculty
of his own cure was in these modest words:
"Many years ago I was in the last stages of consumption confined to my bed, and at one time my physicians
thought that I could notlive a week; then like a drowning
man catching at straws, I heard of,and obtained the preparations which I now otter to the public, and they made
a perfect cure of me.
It seemed to me that 1 could feel
them penet rate my whole system. They soon ripened the
matter in my lungs, and I would spit up more than a pint
of offensive yellow matter every morning for a long time.
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains
and night sweats all began to leave me, and my appetite
became so great that it was with
that 1 could
keep from eating too much. I soon gained my strength,
and have grown in flesh ever since.
I was weighed shortly after my recovery,” added the
Doctpr, “tlu n looking like a mere skeleton; my weight
was
ninety-st*vcn pounds; my present weight is two
hundred and twenty-five (‘225) pounds, and for years
have enjoyed uninterrupted health.”
Dr. Schenck has discontinued his professional visits to
New York and Boston. lie or his son, Dr. J. II. Schenck,
Jr., still continue to see patients at their office, No. 15
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from 9
A. M. to il 1’- M. Those who wish a thorough examination with the Kespiroraeter will be charged $5. The Resexact condition of the lungs, and
pirometer duclures thelearn
whether they are curable or
patients can readily

sinful.
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We intend to close out the entire

department,

assortment which
cannot he

Transmission or Lti e, Counsels on the Nat hue a n i» Hyoiknk or Tit.-:
Masui'line l'i notion.M
Nothing like It has ever
before been written. Its language is unmistakable;
its tone is tlu* highest; its .netion the purest. The
demaud will be immediate and immense. We want
ire Ayent for each town and city, without dtlay.
Write for circulars
copy sent prepaid for
I with .estimonials, full contents, t< lms, &c., to <. L. >.
I M. S.Mmi X- Co., Pub'i's, Boston, Mass.

an

certainly
in this

equalled

city.

We

call

i>f its forms.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.50
a buttle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills, 25 cents
a box
P.»r sal bv all druggists and dealers.
CO., Agents, Boston.
GEO. (_. GOODWIN
t

Securities!
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& N. A. RAILWAY is c‘OUi]»lt*t«-*l iruin
I Bangor, Maine, to St. John, New Brunswick. a
distance of 20'.' miles,—with the exception ol >•
miles between Winn, Me., and the boundary line of
the State at Vanceboro’. On this portion the tiaek
is now being laid both from Winn ms I icuri/ ami
from Vanceboro’ westward, and it is fully expected
that the work will be computed and trains running
lroni Bangor to St. John in September u, N(.
■This road will then he

The Only Railway

public

attention, especially
to our

House

DRESS GOODS

ROCKLAND.
'llril.L hi: SOLD ON KAVOUAhLi: TERMS
\V the estate occupied by tl e subscriber, corner
ot Park ami Broad Streets, eontainingabout an acre
The house is pleasantly situated, with lawns on botl
sides, and contains r> finished rooms, Marble Man
ties, Furnace set in brick, excellent cemented cellar
Blinds and outside Sashes, spacious China and other
Closets, and numerous conveniences, including wel
of best water, and pond water carried to the seconi
tloor. The other buildings are large Wood-house
with attic and Store-room, Stable »\ ith stalls for four
horses, and large finished harness room, and spa
cious carriage-house, entirely separate, and henery
Buildings and lencesall in thorough repair. Grounds
tasteiully laid out, with lountaiu suppled from pond
shaded with a variety of forest trees, including ever
greens, and adorned with flowering shrubs. The
grounds contain tlower garden, vegetable garden
some choice Fruit frees, and an abundance ot Cutrants and other small Units, also of asparagus.
Possession given immediately.
Pl.TFU Til ACIII B.
3wL
Rockland, May til, IfCl.
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OX ITM EXTim: It0-4 II 4 4 II I* ltOI»*
ERTV Fit41XI IVIXX lo VI4< EHOIIO
(besides a Second Mortgage »>•> tin* entire ro.d and
mileibis
equipments from Bangor t.> Winn,
portion cost some is j. too.ooo, mid Die only lien thereon is a mortgage to the cit\ of Bancor t»»i ? I nou.t
—and, in addition thereto bv a FI It* I' 4 4 11
OXL1 .HOHTii AUE on
c

800.000 Acres of Land

ACCOUNTS.

Any

O N!l' E('TI H <h
rue (TIT i: It
HTA'f EM AXU I'lfti: Hit «'l Mil l“IIOthe
V1STC5E8 New Brunswick ami Nova Scotia
population of the muiitime l*rov ince- is about 0 4 E
XI ILLIOX and all the land travel, freight. mails
&c., between them and the United States, will pa-.'
over this trunk line, which is AT I '1' II O I' V
fOMPET rriOA.
Although not yet eomphtulreadv far greater
*d, the business ol the road
than its most sanguine friends predicted, and is continually increasing. To complete this road, and to
equip it as lully as its present large business and the
immediate increase consequent upon its completion,
requires,—the Company has issued its Bonds 10 the
amount ol Two Millions ot Dollars, teem cd 1*\ a

FIRST & ONLY MORTGAGE

DEPARTMENT.

against

requested to present

Said lands being the same granted by the State ot
Maine to aid tin* construction of this road. They
are situated along the Penobscot ami M. John rivers,
and are heavily timbered and valuable. Large tracts,
especially in the fertile Aroostook \ allev, the tinest
agricultural district in tin* State,) are valuable for
I his imfarming lands as well as for their timber.
mense grant of lands * qiials about

Acres lo each Mill*

14.000

them lor settle-

of Railroad with which they are mortgaged.
They
cover 1250 square miles nearly as large as the State
of Rhode Island, which is K»0(j square mile** and
are of great value.
Im'O,
The Bonds are lor $10Cu each, due March
bear interest at

ment.

1**1.

SIX PER CENT, PER ANNUN.
We have in stock,
On ;iinl alter JUNE f»th, next, passenger trains
will leave Belfast for Boston ami Port land, at 8.:i0
A. SI.—at
1*. SI,, connecting at Burnham with
night Express with l*ullniuit Nleepiiu; Car
attached, for Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at <- A. M,, connecting at
Burnham at 8.:w» A. SI., with mixed train for Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. SI. Night
Express from Boston, (this train will arrive t-very
morning except SIomia\M. At a.15 P. SI. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Fieight Train, at
5 P. M.
Through t ickets will be sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
E. L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup't.
1117
May 27, 1871.

a

nice line ot

Curtains & Fixtures,

Nottingham Laces,
Hemp Carpetings,
Straw

INTI.KE.Sl

EATABLE

IN

Coupons payable March 1 and September 1, in New
York. Bonds registered it desired. Coupons m ule
payable (£t» each in London, England, if preterred.
NIUHIXU FIIVJD-All proceeds oi sales or
land, as well as of timber and other products tit n
from, are, by the Trustees, to be invested in the- e
lionds it tliey can be bought at par or lefts otherwise
in United States, State or Municipal Securities. And
on July 1, 1879, and
annually thereafter until these
lionds become duo or are all paid, the 10. & N. A.
Kailway Co. is bound to pay to the Trustees a sum
of money equal to one per cent, of the amount ol
Bonds outstanding. Such amounts, ami all interest
received on securities, belonging to the feikikiu:*-

ft'uuil are to be invested es abo\o stated.
The Trustees are Hon. HANNIBAL HAMLIN,
of Bangor, Me.,and J. EDGAB THOMPSON, M-q.,
of Philadelphia, l'a.
The Trustees are authorized to receive tlw* Bonds
at l*ar aiul Am ned Iin pa\im-nt
for any of the lands at their appraised value.
These very desirable securities lor sale a‘

Bail For Sale at Auction.
WILL BE SOU* AT PUBLIC APC
_tion, without reserve, at Hautfor,
June Slh,at :J o’clock, P. Sl.,a new Bark,f>00 tons
register, full double-decked, of lirst quality materials
rigged and complete, with a full set of ballast on
board. She was built under special survey, rates * A
1 for st veu years, and has full and complete suits of
sails ami gear. Can he lilted for sea in a lew days.
.1. W. THOMPSON,
II. HEBBIMAN.
.'Uvlii
Trustees.
Stockton, May 22,1871.

AND

1'KINCIl*AL

GOLD COIN,
Free from U. S. Taxation.

Mattings,

90 and Accrued Interest in Currency.
Pamphlets giving further particulars concerning
the connections and business, with Maps, showing
the locution and lands of this road, sent tre* on ap-

Oil Cloths,

plication

only

The directions for taking the medicines arc adapted to
the intelligence even of a child. Follow those directions,
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some
cases the Mandrake Fills are to be taken in Increased
doses: the three medicines need no other accompaniments
than the ample instructions that accompany them: First,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is the most
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
the despairing at once he of good cheer. Good blood at
once follows, the cough loosens, the night sweat is abated.
In a short lime both of these morbid symptoms ure gone
forever.
Dr. Schenek’s medicines are constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the
Mandrake Fills are a standard preparation: while the
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, maybe
regarded as' a prophylacteric against consumption in any

England

to

ELIAS MERRILL,

TO THE AFFLICTED!

-A. Gfrea/t

Dfl.

Price, $1.00 per Bottle. Six Bottles
for $4.00.
All orders promptly attended to, when the money
is sent in advance. Agents, William O. Poor& Son,
Belfast; S. A. Howes & Co., Belfast; Crosby & Co.,
Depot,) Belfast: Levi M. Robbins, Rock(Opposite
land ; Geo. J. Robinson, Thomaston ; W. L. Alden,
and B. T. Bradbury, Bangor; Geo. Parcher,aud S. G.
:im47
Wiggins, Ellsworth.
E II E IV T!

C I?.r»

Feathers k,

Discovery.

rHOltf AN would give notice to the public generally that he has returned to the city of
Belfast, where he will continue to manufacture and
sell the AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA
SYRUP.
Take notice all orders for Medicine, address DR.
NELSON THOMAS, Box 187.

Bills, Fretili Catoiiml Hydraulic
€Vm*»nt. just received, and for sale low, by
114?
WILLIAM B. SWAN fc CO.

Huy only of

That will be closed out,

regard-

Principal

Agent of llie (!oiii|miiv
tlie Male of JBon«l«.

less of cost.

Remember for 30

A. H.

BRADBURY,
National

days only,

will

a

prices.

BELFAST,

WILLIAM

McGILVERY,

SEARSPORT, ME.
By whom the Bonds are lor sale.
JUf-On completion (in 1872) of 00 miles ol K.tilroud
now building, between St. John, N. B., and Halilax,
N. S., there will be an unbroken Hue of Railway

Simoiitoii Bros. & Co.,
HANNUM BLOCK,

Haul..

BELFAST, MAINE,
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this Stock be offered at
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trom Halifax to all the chief cities of the United
States, and as two or three days of ocean travel can
be avoided, and about JO hours time saved, from
New York, in going to or coming from Europe, by
rail to or from Halifax, a large business in passengers, mails and freight will thereby be add« d i<»
the traffic over the E. & N. A. Kaihvay.
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Dll. Knight’s new treatment tor Cancers surpasses all others now in use. It cures without knile,
plaster or pain, and heals without a scar.
Every
kind of disease treated with great success. Humors
ot every kind eradicated Horn the
No
system.
charge tor consultation.
.‘hn-H
Olfire. MO Dover Nt.. Howton.
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I* It. E. I4 \ I4-II I has discovered a
treatment for the EYE and EAR, by
'which he is curin" some ot the worst cases
ot Blindness ana Deafness ever known,
without instruments or pain.
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OROl'OSAES

FOR THE COLLECTION OF
faxes in this Cit
1
tor this municipal year, will
be received until Monday, June 5, at 7 o’clock, 1*. M.
All proposals must be sealed anddeposited with the
City Clerk on or before said date;the Council restrving the right to accept or reject as they may deem
tor the interest ot the City,
to be upon the amount paid into the
l'er Order
City Tn-asurv.
JOHN H. 0L1MBY, (itv Chrk.
April 13, lsn.
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STRONG, SIMPLE, CONVENIENT
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Sprasrne Mowing

in presi nting the Spkaguk Mowi i; to tin notice
the Farmers ol this country, and in soliciting
their patronage, the manutacturers feel no tiesitat ion
in making the statement that they are calling alton
lion now to a new and untried experimental machine, but to one that has been subjected to tie- most
thorough and trying tests in many sections of the
country, and in all the various and dltlieult kinds ol
works which are required from a first-class Mower,
the results obtained irom these trials have been most
satisfactory both to the purchasers and to ourselves.
Our aim has been, and will be, to place in’the
hands of the Farmer a Mower, light in weight, easy
ot dratt, strong in construction, with the best anil
most simple mechanical arrangement and proportion
of the working parts ; the newest and most complete
facilities for handling; a cutting apparatus second to
none in use, and at a price at once fair and reason
able, and much below that heretofore chargt d tor
the same quality ot first-class Mowers.
In order to carry out these designs and to produce
the required results, we have secured and combined
the very bi-t mechanical skill with the practical
Mowing Maehimytah nt ot many year? experience.
fhe Machines placed in the field last season, were
carefully tried and watched in all the different posi
and upon all kinds of mowing. A lew imtion
provements have been made, and the Sprague Mow
ir ot the present day stands higher, ami is
nearer
pertection than any Mowing Machine ottered to the

Til

id

satisfied with the result- Ot last
years' business, and with the promising indicationof the coming season'- trade, that we have made
great additions to our buildings, and have plan .i n
them a large and increased assortment ol tin- m w.
and most improved tools ami machinery. With our
present arrangements we are enabled to tutu at
titty machines a day.
Thanking the public lot tlifcir very favorable i.
eeptioii ot the Sprague Mower, and their ready appreciation of its many good qualities, and for tie illiberal patronage ol last season, we respectful!;,
solicit a continuance ol the same, and promise
vei
means in our power to give the best saii.use
taction both by the good qualities ot our Machii.
of our business transactions.
and t!m t.iii m
\\ M. bl*RA(.l t
Freshhnt.
well

are

—li.
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Ml*

1 v

PnoviDKNCK, R. I., January, l-. l.
To the Farming Community of the United
States.
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FRESH SALMON,
HALIBU I CODFISH.
HALIBUT S FINS
AND NAPES.
TONGUES
SOUNDS.
SMOKED HALIBUT.
SMOKED HERRINGS.
DRY POLLOCK
AND CODFISH, &C.
III

!
riu- Machine i coil'struct***! entirely of Iron
l’ol«woodwork
lh>
without
any
exempt
Stool,
it- attachments.
The Frame is an Iron Case, cast in one piece
j.
with the bearings lor the Shafts cast ou rl.
1 he Shafting iso! the best mined iron,ami
:{.
running as it does in bearings cast on the Frame, it
cannot get out o! line trom any warping of Frame
or loosening ot Holts; thereby avoiding the trouble
j
which so olton occurs from those causes on all wood !
that arc made -1 separate pieces.
on lr.ttm
irom
American
the best
The (lours arc cast
Iron, and are the strongest set ol Mowing Maehim
gears in use, they aiu arranged in a meelianic.il ami j
compact manlier within tlie Frame and arc completely encased; by this arrangement they are protected trom dirt and glass, and it is impossible toi
the operator to be injured by them.
5. Hut lour Holts and those with check or double
nuts' arc required on the frame, to hold in their
proper places the Cover, Cap, Seat, Shattmg uml
The Cover is hinged to the Frame, and by
ilcar.'.
'imply raising it, access is readily obtained t all the
working parts ol the Machine.
b.
Almost the entire weight is carried on the
wheels while mowing, thereby giving the greatest
possible amount ol diiving power in proportion to
the Weight of the Machine.
1 he Machine weighing blit <it)0 lbs., is one ot
the lightest, but trom its peculiar construction, nmol' the strongest and most effective.
>.
Having the most simply constructed J.iitiiu
Central Pratt properly arranged, the labor upon the
team is much lessened, and the liability ot damage
to the Machine trom striking obstructions i- greatly
reduced.
I tie Machine has been so can tally constructed
and balanced, with a view ot avoiding side dr..It,
that no device is necessary to conceal that which
does m»t exist.
the Frame and bearing are plac'd in tin|o,
centre ot the Machine, bringing the weight iquailv
the
drive wheels, thus obtaining a more -i>a.h
upon
motion with less shaking ol the driver.
The apparatus for working ami bundlin'* the
II.
Cutter Har is the most complete, simpleand cliicu nt
ot any in use; with the single Lever, without mo.
iug trom his seat, the operator can bring the ('utter
Har to a perpendicular position and secured lor tin
road, and with the same lever, unfa.-teu and lower
the Har to the proper position for mowing, the
whole operation requiting not more than ten m-c-
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Sherry Wine Bitters.
THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
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PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND VVCLl..
ti. uLii
If
tuny I.ilV
Iln|>piurs4
d.-sir-d, I<-t tin--, i: ;;ris It. tah-u, particularly

!

is

|

ill 111■>;■! ir,',
of til,- year. ;H.'i
I' :l«>wi11' I
f people
-1»«*. iall\ !»\
iv.,u, i.is
Tli.- ,»l lit H WU-. a
<i.>(ui11
mint
t.i il.
labors, ii.st h i. i.,
ulliei.mt
hraeiiur riu*l r. lr sliii. :iir ut .if doors. heroin
\\ »*:iI:. lied :.t tli.
t.>lil:|. h, m TVOll.-. l'.iU* an«l >i. !\!
i.is t•.. 1 n.-t ivii>liiii>{ n .1 pi.• |• i'I> .iiiri-siiii-'- It
in
I’• i11.•
tii.I li. ly
should t:• k• in.
«i> t.. /i t his system up right a 1 strong aii.i
tlii.iiiL'ii tin- n ai m we.Uh
prune condition t.i
i. m i: 1111 daily laliurs.
I'
in I'm i.L-li.ip.-, uiili I
I,■•in- ii. ; ].,.M .af tii,. i>
\iiilu it.Mir an,!
.1. I. ..I. Poplar, an.I I*rU-kl> Ash P.h
Knot. I
wili I,ini:-, linn up, all
i- wlia!
make him. ph\
omr
more
a
mau!
I
rally s|.al;iti.
AIM.I. OIMiltATU I’, will tin,1 this Medi
Hi.- vny thin t., cleans.- the blood ami stromriIII
n
I
I ,,h .,*./>•/ f,.
y t ali, ami
h,
i*\hi: a vit
o\yk m:\i Tii
■
• %1»\ has hut t.i take this
compound fivrly,
.‘hr .will he speedilv i,stored t,, health. beam
Mini buoyamy. I I.. IIOM.ST I AlOlt
thr tl.r.IttaMAA ami l.AWVKK,
Aii.v or si:im:\tah\ ha hits
is y.,ur Mr.liciurAir.
.mcr using it, you u il
m-ver be without it.
It will improve you twvm
>1 iltlM.lt uilllimt it ii.
tivr per cent.
1 11.
In-1 medicine in the world for hi use; il inak
uimrnl, ;md eapnhir
him, while at
a, hr o ty Hid
of great mdttraurr and Kpo~uiv; ami whim
shoir. il renovate- hi, blood, and restores aud i.
pairs his system.
Tlu- Lui'grMl Hntfle, tlu Lowed l‘rh.
and tl»<* most Ktlectuul Knnrily
in tin- World.
Diploma awarded l>\ thr \1 as-nehuselts l.'ltari
table Mreluiuir Assorialioli.
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table Sit; rry AVine Hitters.
Foltmrly
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.
C’Al'TIOiV

For Sale by
E. A. CALDKRWOOD.
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Mower.

This Ma< iiink is new and is built expressly lor
with one horse. Some manufacturers have huilt
Mown lo In used either with one or two hor.-is,
his
as the couvt nience of the farmer may require
has proved to be a mistaken course, as a Mower »l«
signed for two horses must necessarily be stronger
amt heavier to withstand without breakage the power exerted by the team than one to be used with one
horse. Another point is that when using a single
horse on a Machine, built for two, the labor for the
horse is too hard. The impression exists therefore,
that a one horse machine cannot be built that will
work as well with one horse as the regular machine
does with two horses. We have determined to cor
ieet this wrong impression by building a truly practicable One Horse Mower.
Our thills or shafts are firm and strong, yet have a
neat and tasteful appearance, amt have been pronounced by many mowing machine men the best
that have ever been attached to a Mower.
We have taken the greatest cure in the construction of the machine that the horse, Inside shoe and
right hand drive wheel shall all move in the cleared
track. The Inside Shoe is ot malleable iron, combining lightness with strength,and allowing the use
ot a Cutting apparatus weighing less than one-half
ot that used in the Two Horse Mower. These important advantages, taken in connection with the
strong points ol the two horse machine, which are
all included in the One Horse Mower, make it the
light machine of the world.
All who wish to cut their grass with one horse,
should before purchasing, sic the Light Sprague
Mower, the only really practical one horse Mower in
tiic world,
E. A. CALDERWOOD,
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The Seat and Tool 15ox are combined, tInTool Hux forming the base ot tin- Seat and the Seal
loiming the cover ot the box. Hy a slot in the bottom ot the base, the Seat can be moved torward »»i
back, according to the weight ot the driver, thus relieving the horse’s ncck.
The Lever tor throwing the Machine in and
1 ;.
out of gear is worked entirely with the foot, leav mg
the hands of the operator at liberty.
H. The Cutting apparatus is regarded as the best
Neither pains nor exever placed upon a mower.
the material ol the
penses have been spared to have
best quality and the workmanship of the lirst class.
Tt»c- .Sprague Mower is preeminently the light
i;>.
I lie beardr ill machine tor the iullowing reasons
an- so carefully made aval
mechanically arranged;
tin- Shafts art* so exactly lilted into the solid b»aimgs, both being SO completely protected lrom dirt
or grass, that they run with much less than the
usual amount of friction; the Wheels and bears are
m> correctly timed, and work in unison with such- a
pcrtectly constructed Cutting apparatus, that the
amount ot power used and required to cut H o grass,
i- reduced to the smallest possible limit.
Hi. Kacli Machine, alter it has been set up, has
power applied to it by means ot a belt on oue ot the
driving wheels, and is run for fifteen minutes at
double the rate tit speed that would be required
when mowing. In this way the perfection ol every
Machine is insured and its practical working ascertained La tore leaving the shop.
IT. Kvtry part ot the Machine is made in Implicate, any one piece fitting all Machines.
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bv an indulgent father to suffering man. Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
hasten and complete the cure. It enters at once upon its
work. Nature cannot be cheated. Il collects and ripen*
the impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the
form oi gatherings it prepares them for expectoration,
and hi! in a very short time the malady is vanquished,
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made
in w, and the patient, in ull the dignity of regained
vigor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was

rpilL

entitled “Tin;

Superior

I y i/\;
,vo..'yi c,
extend-... treatment

own

l
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Catalogue Sprague Mowing Machine Co.

.i

Tlie Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are the first two
weapons w ith which the citadel of the malady is assailed.
Two-thirds of the cases of consumption originate in dyspepsia and a limi tioiiallv disordered liver. With this
Aoiulitiou tl.i
broiiehial tubes •‘sympathize" with the
stomach. They respond to the morbilic action of the
liver. Here then comes the culminating result, and the
setting in, \. ith all its distressing symptoms, of

1N * i, Bl.ot US, CHAINS,
JL Anchors, Ike., nearly new.ol a wrecked -clioon
I ii,•
may be seen
about l-M tons, new tonnage.
Corner. F.iujuiri >d 1-. (,. UiniKIJS,
j at Hampden
Hampden ( oruer, or at the S ib-oii ol the siibseril..
! on Central Street, Italic or.
J. lUH^Illix
1 w 11
Bangor, April 2S Is? 1.
i(
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jMMMcasf call at No. n I *111 .N I \
Stairs, and examine lor your--I. e-.

Publishers,
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he obtained

a sealed envelope, only u cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ suceesslul
practice, that the alarming consequences ol sell
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use ol internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mud ot cure .it oner -ampi.
certain, and ett'.ctual, by means ol whieb every
sufferer, no matter what bis eon.lit ion may I*.-, ma\
cure liimsell cheaply, j.rivately, and radically.
W#“This Lceture’should be in the hands >1 «v.r\
joutli and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post

I*i7

Consumption,

at CHEAPER RATES than
can

Fancy (jnods,

They are now prepared to attend promptly and
satisfactorily to all orders in t in-ir line, and ha liking
customers lor past pat ronage they would bi
speak a continuance ot public fiv,,] which they will
continue to merit by diligent m :itt* ni im to busi-

Worth of Goods will he offered

they

and

quality which they have just nceiv-

their

travagance.
43*Price, in

(’ll
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of the very tirst
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Millinery

j Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,
must be paid for.]In Chicopee, Muss., May 2.'{, Mrs. IJannali J. Ilowe
formerly ol Belfast, aged
years.
In Liberty, Match
.Mr. F.phraim Ludwig, aged

ami New York at $JTa.s; common
joa "'. ami Straw at san per ton.

PitK
<

it i'o.,

Crosscy
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I.
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pared

l*r<

Dl RABLE AND ATTRACTIVE.

SITUATH
IN
NORTH l‘ORT,
l-j miles lrom Belfast, containing
about r.«» acres ol land; a largo orchard of the best Fruit, Crape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well lenced and watered.’ Build
iujrs good; House and L., new. Will keep a II..,
and 1J to 1f. head Cattle.
An
!*: ■!: !*rivi
lege bordering on a brook. Near a School llou.-i
and in a good neighborhood. Will bo sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied lor soon.
Apply to .1. C. LEWIS, New Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATKliMAN, or .lOllN
M. WOODS.
tl-n
May 1, Is; 1.

it ion
ss

*«-lieH ;ircol(.,ount.'iii its.

Farm for Sale,

'JSSN*

<>i:«111<

positive cure ior Dyspepsia, Constipation.
Indigestion, Bilious Complaints, and all
Diseases having their origin in an
impure state of the Blood.
vr h

sum in wm. (i. I'niii: \ sn\.

The property will be sold on the most liberal terms
If applied lor within a short time.
Appleton, May 15, 1871. :Hvbi A, M. DAVIS.

Brooklyn, N. V.

l’n Wuldoboro’, May ‘.»t!i, Brtsry, wile ol Capt.
Peter Ludwig, aged 77.
In Warren, May lath, Leo. Sumner,
on of the
widow llunnuh Sunm. r, aged dd years.

.1
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Proposals,

For Sale.
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mi-: mka.ns
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New York

the vice above
occasion he was
“rusticating” at the Springs, when he
chaneed to meet Elder Spriggins, a long
faced, sanctimonious, and ostensibly pious
worshiper of Mammon. The Elder
took occasion to rebuke his friend. When
Peter interrupted him— “There, cider,
don't say any more. You pray a little,
and I swear a little, but everybody knows
neither ol us mean it.”

strongly

Address, Naihaniki. Ma>

.•

to

mentioned.

entire stock will be closed

and for the benefit of

OF SKLF-OUKK.
Written hv one who cured himself, and
on receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
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I'd IT KB
\\ *[iioi»- line New York and Vermont
butt<a- at yoc, with an occasional sale at arc per lb;
fair to good do
c.T.c: choice Western 21aa5e; fair
to good do ana a, common and interior butter 1 tala.
(It I.ITK
Pair to good lots of new Worcester
Co. chci'.-r -ill iiom lo.ii ic per lb; choice old factory
ai r. ib;
\v; common cheese at tare.
I
I hriv i- a moderate demand at huh per
d.o-cn tor Northern amt K is tern and hie tor Western,
bui I tie market generally i- <|iiii t.
I'd.AN'S \\
i(Hole choice hand picked medium
beans at > : :.
;r per bushel. common do at $1 7it
at
'•: clioice Western pea beans
av; yellow eyepeas are dull at ‘.»Oea$l 'Aa
g *; 1 isii n do sc: on.
ion and < an.idi, and $ 1 evil ou for
lor emu moil \\

more

open-hearted and free, but much
profanity. Famous for his likes
dislikes in every instance, nothing so

as

.•

v.ith

l f

1

Mo.nhay, Mayan, ISyi.J

one

was

given

(wiissiiixs

ml.itiiii" foothing an<l
datua ron- ingrcdtin- nianv pains ami
to which flesh is heir.
than iminy other remedies,
eil' t, hut always relieving

hr;i!i
HI.I:Fiv-

warning
and others, who sulfer from Nervous13CBL1S11FD
youny
tieneral

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

>

The hypocrisy of some persons in the
world was well hit by old Pete Rogers, a
wealthy tanner, hospitable and cheerful,
from tin* “up-country” as they called it.

f ourth of .1 illy

w

Tin:

Wmi that lias seen a dangerous disease arrested by an able physician or a good medicine
but \ due- bothr Be it your family physician to
v\ horn you owe so many escapes from a. lies and
ails, or hr. AviT- inimitable remedieshis
Sarsaparilla that renewed your vitality ort heiry Pectoral that cured a paintul cough, or his
A cue Cure that expelled the freezing ague and
burning h sa-r fr.mi your blood.
Who that has
been relicv.-d by ally of these agencies hut
led- :■ rai• ii.i l..r them ally
Bangor’I'imes.
lint::

Suddenly

tin

at

o.

Old Captain Blank relates the lolhnving I
rentalkabie incident that occurred while
on the passage to New York some
years
ago. He observed, one summer afternoon
a heavy cloud arise from the
land, and.
I'OXSUIPTIOX.
In his great surprise, approach the vessel.
'i'li. Mandrake Pills are composed of one of Nature’s
it broke near him, and millions
nobb-st iit—the lVdophillum Ivltutiun. The possess all
the hl....l- ..-anliing. alterative pr..per ties oflalouul. hut
of mosnuitoes covered the deck id the
Unlike aloUiel, they
vessel to the depth of several inches.whileLEAVE NO MTINO BEHIND.'*
!
part of the Hock went through the mainl’he work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated and
sail, leaving nothing hut the bolt ropes J liiiu .ie- deposits in the bowels and in the alimentary canal are ceded. The liver, like a clock, is wound up.
It
idly hanging to the spars. Corrobative j arouses
from its torpidity. The stomach acts responsively,
evidence to this astonishing tale was j and the patient begins to feel that he is getting, at last,
found in the person of a Down-East skip- ;
A SUPPLY or .. iaOOl) BLOOD.
i'he Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction with the Pills, perper, who heard the story, and who, on j
meates ami assimilates with the food.
Chylitleation is
dates
with
the
narrator,dcclar- now progressing, withoutits previous tortures.
comparing
Digestion
lu eomes painless, and the cure is seen to be at hand.
ed that two days afterward his ship was
There is no more flatulence, no.exacerbation of the stohoarded by a part of the same llock, and
maeti. An appetite sets in.
Now comes the greatest Blood Purifier ever yet given
they all wore canvas breeches.
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relating them.Itishop
Methodist church last
K
Mi. Todd, wlm has til lot I tin*
undo
pulpit ot th' I'nilarian **lmr«-h (ortho last three
it on Moinfn.
Ili- hoard's have
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hoi-n *i »: iv plea-- I with hi
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\\ as warm ; it thawed
-mi.Several first class
|*«• r|»«• lr:it**• 1 in our city hist week.
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'it
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Hearing

morn,

street.

1

eily newspapers. two
morning, have deal within a
must in: on their la-t leg-.
None of the dead journal- had n long life: Imt
they lived long enough to lose ;tt least three or
four handsome fortunes. Take uwnv government and official patronage and forty per cent
of all the journals in the country would die.
11
takes long years of labor and large investment
in capital to establish or maintain a sneeessfn i
journal. Since is:',it in this city alone, over sixiv daily papers have stalled and died alter j
losing at least twen ty millions of dollars.
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The New York Express, edited by
Hon. James Brooks, a veteran in the
newspaper business, remarking upon the i
difficulty of establishing a successful news- |
paper, says—

medicines.

lieiia-l. I,. Curtis Jr.

Searsport,
llhhborn, Stockton, Miulgett A
Sildy, Prospect, d. \V. Scavey, Frankfort, and
all druggists generally.
1 mils.

|

..
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II ove- a <
Robert- A

j

swallows homeward fly,"
iIni.
anno! 1 •<• mu. h spar, room in that eliimo
.< nn
town
lock ivc-nily, in imitation
'he 1*. nii'heiiii.i miller^, un«lei took to have
In i. i i\ >! .11- to 'trike It got hv the
-Tiki
W
had a reporter on tie -pot, and
oimh.-r
•iinled up to tw>> hundred, which "as as
i.r as he
knew.
The 'Irike lasted twenty

t ii i n u

ipiiet

His library is the most delightful room
it is to the right of the
in the house,
side hall, and, with windows on the south
and east, commands a view of the lawn
and country neighborhood. The windows were tilled with plants, and -hall
1 tell it?—in entering tile door 1 nearly
trampled on a brood of little chickens.
Yes. a possible President of the 1'nited
■Slates sat writing ill his library, witli an
old lien and her chickens within half a
dozen leet of him. To he sure, the lien
| was in a huge door-cage, peeking at the
j crumbs of bread scattered in the roses of
the velvet carpet.
The American TalleI ran.l. as I said before, is fond of pets:
and when the wind blew high and cold,
lie t arried Dame Cluck and her brood into his library.
Seated on a luxurious divan, my attention was next drawn to the
of
a
clock, that seemed somehow
ticking
to keep time with the chirp oli the chicks.
By the door is a rosewood clock of e\ijuisite workmanship and the fairest fan
with warning in it, that 1 have seen in
many a long day. The niches to the
left and right of the south window are
tilled with hooks, among which 1 recog: nized the familiar
heading of the early
fathers, W ashington. Jefferson. Madison,
ete,
on the one
hand, and scientific
works on the other. There i- a goodly
array ol classical literature to the right
ol the mantel, and to the left Dickens,
Seotl, Irving, and other friendly companion-.
Between the lront windows hangs
a picture of some speaker
in Congress,
and to the left ot the door is a small-sized portrait of Stephen A. Douglas.
The library is not his only abiding place.
He spends hours in what would lie called
'pottering around,' looking after the stock,
the pigs, and tlie chickens, and making
believe to know something about farming.
It is his chief delight to walk up and down
in the shadows of the trees,
apparently
lost to all sensation blit the pleasant consciousness of being. In matters of business he is a
very child, which may account
for his not being a man of wealth,
lie
has an interest in a ('alilornia silver mine,
which, as far as heard from, has proved
his sinking fund.
His home, though'
beautiful, is an expensive one, and lie
leaves the entire management of it to 11i
wife, who is eminently capable of the
charge. [Better from Indianapolis.
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HOUSE PAINTER,

troubled by the
trap at the mouth
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BATS,

Hi' said he w as
il»lit then.
Voxels are havi!a_ lone passages and 1 tliiiik he will be along
We are having any amount of light
southerly winds. ami In i- probably about the
Isaaes, win-re 1 was |..r a week."
l atitude i’!t i- tw
degrees from \h:\co, for
w!i• h

Here is

ti'net Irom ;i li tter received by Messrs. Drake
it Co. Nov. *2d, 1S(>‘): “Three friends met one
day in the latter part of last September in the
rotunda of the Aster House. Your correspondent was one of the three. \\re were all suffering
from the ‘national disease"—Indigestion*, and
all agreed on one point, vi-z: that nothing
agreed with us. W'cdiscussed medicines. One
had tried blue pills, another extract of dandelion. another almost every variety of purgatives. In fact, we had made apothecaries' shops
of our insides; but nothing bad done any good
I -aid 1 wondered if your Plantation' ]Ut-

WILL BE A MELTING OF THE
As lar as appearances go. the PresirpiiKKE
JL Democratic County Committee, in Belfast, at
the Journal Ollice, on Tu<aM«l«i.r. Juno tiili. at
dency is the. last of his thoughts, lie is
o’clock, F. M., for the purpose of appointing Town
devoted to liis profession.
His receipt
Committees lor such towns as have not chosen them ;
for fees are enormous, ranging often as
also, to transact any other business that may bo
deemed necessary. Towns that have chosen comhigh as four or live thousand dollars a
mittee? arc requested to send in their lists.
month.
In the management of his cases
IVr Order
lie does not go out of his way to hunt up
evidence. His knowledge of the law is
cuoqi i/r a icix.-tons,
act urate and thorough, and ho takes ad- ;
thus would help us any.
After
we
of
in
the
some
talk
BASE BALLS &
)
every development
vantage
No discrepancy or concluded to try it. and. meet again at the same
progress of the ease.
FANCY
GOODS AND NOTIONS,
that
We
month,
to
notes.
day
compare
pjaee
sophism escapes his analysis, and lie is Ij did
so.
It was a jovial meeting, I can tell you.
merciless m its exposure. His sarcasm We scarcely knew one another.
FJHEWOBKS,
had
Each
j
is a-keen and cruel as a rapier thrust, gained lf sli; each reported a good appetite.
at wholesale.
while his manner is courteous in the ex- | sound sleep, an ea>y stomach, and a regular
CUTTER, HYDE & CO.,
of body. The change was marvellous.
habit
treme, and his style of speaking a model | if
! C1IAUKCY
was agreed to report the facts to you, and I
STREET,
BOSTON,
of clearness and energy. In quickness of was
3m42$p
|
appointed to make this communication.
debate he is unrivaled, and in one trial A "ii can publish it ii you choose, and refer all
he replied to no less than thirty interrup- i '•kepti< s for particulars to
Yours truly,
M. A. ( 'I'Lr.NAN,
A I.IJKKT W. SHAW.
tions in the course of his argument.
He
:.|'i Downing St., New York.
attends closely to ills business from il
o'clock in the morning until 1 p. m.
It
often remarked by strangers \ isiting o.ur
OKAIN1NO, <U,AZlx\(l.
rA'T.T.'.IANGIK(i,
U mil. WASHING,
F.NAMKI ING
Then he is driven to his home in the Stale, that we show a larger proportion of good
AND VARNISHING.
horses, than any other State in the ITiion.
a
mile
and
a
half
south
of
tincountry,
This, we tell them, is owing to two principal
Painting and Papering Front Entries,
town.
liis wife nearly always comes fur reason-: in the first place, we breed from the
Parlors and Sitting-Rooms made a
him. Her carriage is a large turnout of \r\\ best stock: ami in the .second place, our
Specialty.
the plainest and richest description.
people u-e rdieridaifs < avalry Condition PowGRAINING WITH “MACHINE,” IN OIL.
The approach to Mr. Hendrick's house ders. which in our judgment, are ofineulenlablc
advantage.
is across railroads,
3s*r All work done in the hi st manner. Orders
through a densely poplAtraet from a complimentary letter: “A
h it on Slat.' promptly attended to.
ulated Herman district, by a nursery to
our plai- spramd his ankul badlev and
the left, and an open space on the right, teller in
il pain*! him badley so he got a bottleof Uenne's
Shop over FRANK B. KNOWLTON’S Store,
which is dotted over with lot-stakes,
lligli Ntreet.
pane Kilin magic He at at the stoar and used it
llcihnit | Tle.
■showing that the city limits arc drifting : awl up on his ankid at one rubben and it cured
that way.
Beyond, to the right, is tin- ; him rite smart." <io and do likewise. Sold by
miniature farm where he resides. There I lowes .V <
th !•: ci:i.i:hrati:i >
acres ol
are not more than twenty-live
I'mik*- 11-n si-:, Boston. This house offers
to the traveling public.
Its
ground, lmt it combines woodland, grain ; many advantages
to the h ailing places of amusement,
space, an orchard and garden spot. The proximity
STO.H AC II ItlTTIECS »
it- m at. air\ and comfortable rooms, and very
house is a two-story brick, of no particumoderate prices, render it a desirable stoppi ug- Are endorsed and prescribed by more
leading' l*hylar style of architecture, hut is very invit- place. < Ml European plan. Single rooms may
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant
now in use.
;Uv4o
Thev are
ing and home-like. It has green shutters. : l»e had at 7'» n I ami Si a day.
:t jnuth-o in lront. and a beantilul tower,
Si:\ Muss F.\kink from pure Irish Moss for
A Mint*; I’KIOVEiVi'IVi
that lVir once in the history oi these orna- B km c '1:1111*1'. Puddings, ( ustards, (’reams. Arc,
For Fever ami
Biliousnes
inental appendages seems to be of some Sir. 'Flu* cheapest. healthiest, and most deli- ami all disorders Ague. Intermittants,
arising lrom malarious causi ss
oiou- food in tin* world.
use. The house originally faced the south.
They are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
and
in
case ol Indigestion are invaluable.
As an
On that side there is a long piazza above
Foil \i ri:Ai.<;iA.
Iminoasuiably tin* best Appetizer and ltecuperant and in case of tieneral
and below stairs, and there is a lawn in known uii* for neuralgia, rheumatic pains, Debility, they have
never in a single instance tailed
lront tilled with grand old trees, so large head.if In and ailments of that nature, that has in producing the most h'ppy results. They are
l»
and ol sneli gracious depth of shade that yet ecu brought to public notii-r*. is Briggs* particularly
AIU*\aiilor.
Illi- valuable compound is preUlh¥EFICI 4l. TO FE.YI ILEN
the birds sing therein the livelong day. I
pared b\ l>r. .1. 1‘riggs, tin* relobratod chiropothe body,
lvigorating the mind, and
1’here is every variety of trees, from the dist. :i in I like hi- corn curative i> an undoubted Strengthening
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with tlie
oak to the hawthorne, and nothing else is
greatest care, and no tonic-stimulanthas ever betore
permitted to grow hilt tile roses that in
1*111'" ! hr. d. Briggs’ unrivalled Pile .Rembeen ottered to the public so pleasant to the taste
May and dune till the air with tlieii per- edy i- mild, soothing and reliable for Internal nni combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
fume. From the piazza one enters a Fxternal, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
It at- by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It
costs but a little to give them a fair trial, and
broad hall which leads by an arched way fords immediate relief and rapidly cures the
TV Tit V FAMILY *IIOAI.It HATE
most distressing cast's, except tliose rei|iiiring
to a cross entrance lined with pictures,
A BOTTLE.
surgical operation.
that hv another arch communicates with
dAS. A. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
It is a handsomely furnished
the parlor.
Few ii.tliv iduals are aware that the deceases
Laboratory lod & lo: N. Jd st., St. Louis, Mo.
of tin* feet, it not fatal to one’s life are certainly
Tor Nale l»v oil Drug^Ur* anil llealvrii.
room, hut the eye is insensibly attracted
as
as can be, and the remedy is simdmosd-Lsp
to the views from the windows.
They pleannoying
and sure: the corn, bunion, or inverted nail
would not he called views out of the dead must be
and
Dlt.
K.
\
and
the
K.
CLAKKK's
UKTAI'.LE SltKKKY WlNT.
treated,
skilfully
carefully
j
level of Marion county, hut they give a pain enlirelv ceases. The best wav to obtain Bitteks are a certain cure lor female sickness, by
a wine glass halt lull before getting out of bed
taking
is
this
relict
to
bureha*e
a box of Briggs’ Alleof
tarm
land
pleasant glimpse neighboring
in the morning.
Delicate Ladies will find it ol
and the distant town, and there is an in- j v iator or < 'in ati\ e, can be obtained at any drtlg- great service
by using it three or lour times a day.
store. Sold bv Biehard II. Moody, S. A.
Sold by all dealers in
in the
home j gist
describable air of

:m<l the friends o*
Mendez. feel greatly
.i,| ii..
tin «•«»1111• nt■» ol a letter received
,,,i
S'.irk. of bark American
I :•
< apt.
in.m
( apt. Park writes as
now it Havana.
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Tin: Tiiur.r. Dyspeptics.

Hendricks at Home-Interesting Gossip
about a Possible President.

c.

imi

up in the market, hut as you
value your life ami h altli, he sure and get the lien
nine Sherry AVine Hitters. See that the l'ortruit ot
1 >r. (’lanke'aml im />' -riniitf signatures are upon
the label of each bottle. Mo other is genuine.
tations may eome

SOLD HY Df ALIMS IN

MEDICINES

Regrets.

Hclu

had hill known, if wo h:ul but known,
summer days together,
would stand next year alone,

w

i

i'i.a/ing duly

I

thousand

weather!

triilal away the golden hours,
nil _■ 1 a d
> s, and heantv, and
calm,
'eliing ii;r glory of blossoming llowers,
breathing I he warm air's balm ;
na the children like sunbeams play.
In the glades of the long, eool wood;
tin w iId bird's carol gay,

much

we

CHEAP FARMS. FREE TRAVEL
000,000

*

They never were so nigh !
tie.ugh they lie beneath the waves,
< >i
I cep within the churchyard dim,

BANKERS,

\ h

through how many ditferent graves
ohI’s children goto him!)—

lo. 24 PHi: HTREBT, YEM YOU It.
CU U H AN D- BOO Iv of 1L LI NO IS S EC U RITIES
SENT FREE.

y

ADVEItTIfclYCL We will in) serf an advertisement in Eig-lit Kumlml
American YeaNpapeiN lor Six Hollar* p*»r
lino per week.
One line one week will cost Six
Dollars, Two lines will cost Tvv« h e Dollars, and
Ten lines will cost Sixty Dollars. Send for a Printed List.
Address GEO. V. ROWELL & CO.,
Advertising Agents, No. 11 Park Row', New* York.

hy 'liould Memory, veiled with gloom.
And like a sorrowing mourner craped,
weeping o'er an empty tomb,
Wii-". captives have escaped:'

* M‘ w

I i

mound.—and will be mossed
Whene'er the summer grass appears;
i
lo\ ed, though wept, are Hewr lost ;
We only !os<—our tears !
lot

1

I he

And
'Vi

a

prietary
Frederick the Great.
the loth. alter a restless night, lie
did not wake until eleven o’clock in the
morning. For a short time he seemed
contused.
He then summoned his general- and secretaries, mid then gave his orders with his wonted precision. He then
‘•ailed in his three clerks, and dictated to
them upon various subjects. His direction- to an ambassador, who was about
leasing, tilled four quarto pages.
As night came on he fell into what may
he called his death
sleep. His breathing
was
painful and shorter: his mind was
wandering in delirious dreams; his voice
became inarticulate. At a moment of returning consciousness he tried several
limes in vain to give some utterance to
hi> thoughts. Then with a
despairing expression of countenance, he sank hack uphis pillow.
Fever Hushed his cheeks,
and his ye- assumed some of their wonted lire.
Flius the dying hours were prolonged. ;is the friendless monarch, surrounded by respectful attendants, slowly
d< mended to the grave.
His feet and legs became cold.
Death
was
stealing its way toward the vitals.
About nine o’clock Wednesday morning a
painful cough commenced, with difficulty
of breathing, ami an omnious rattle in the
thnai. One of his dogs sat by his bedide. shivered with cold; the king made a
Hgn for them to throw a quilt over it.
Another -evere lit of coughing ensued,
and the king, having with difficulty got
rid of th- phlegm, said, “The mountain is
passed : we shall he better now." These
were his lest words.
The expiring monarch sat in his chair, hut in such a state
of extreme weakness that he was continually sinking down, with his chest and
icek so bent forward that
breathing was
almost impossible. One of his faithful
\alets took the king upon his knee and
placed his left arm around his waist, while
tli-' king threw hi- right arm around the
valet’s neck.
1‘ was
midnight, “Within doors all is
'Hence; around it the dark earth is silent,
above if the silent stars." Thus for two
hours tin attendants sat motionless, holding the dying king. Not word was spoken ;
no sound could be heard hut the
painful
breathing that [accedes death.
At just twenty minutes past two o'clock
the breathing ceased, the spirit took its
Might, ai -1 the lifeless body alone remained.
Life's great battle was ended, and
tin.* soul -J that monarch ascended to that
dread tribunal where prince and peasant
nui't alike answer for all the deeds done
in the body.
It was the 17th of August,
17xi;. The king had reigned forty-six
\ ears, and had lived
seventy-six years,
six months and twenty-four days.
{

Monkeys

far Higher ( last thaaGoy other promedicine of the day stands

Tarrant's KtlVrvrsccnt Scltner

Mi

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

TO CONSUMPTIVES
WINCHESTER'S

HYPOPHOSPHITES
OF

jI

LIME AND SODA,

Consumption

Stockings, &c.,
will be sold ut the same rates, during the next CO
days. In addition to the above, we have $10.
OOO ot nice foreign and domestic goods
tor our CUSTOM D El*AH T M ENT.
which we offer at a large discount
lrom former prices, and warrant
every garment to tit satisfactorily to the customer or
no sale.
Our Custom

FRAMES,

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know but little of the nature and character of
exSpecial Diseases, and less to their cure.or Some
(’< lieges,
hibit-forged Diplomas of Institutions
which never existed in any part ol the world ; others exhibit
Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising In
names ot those inserted in the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume names of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

amt

importation,

can

IMl'ORTI US

der the

agement

PHOTOli 114 I*III <

Cleans

Kid Gloves and all kinds of Cloths and
removes

Paint, Grease, Tar, &c.,instantly

EXPERIENCED

GET THE BEST BLOOD.

CUTTER,
1

believe tin best in this part of the State and
only ask a trial to make others believe the same.
We invite every one in want of

we

Clothing,

or

for whatever purpose, common wear or dress, to
give us a call and take the great advantage we
idler them iu this Sale, at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES. The assortment is
very large and FIRST CLASS, and
the utmost courtesy will be shown
all who come lor inspection.
We have a few ot the
CKLEIJRATED

Weed F. F.

Sewing

Machines

BISHOP SOUUE’o LAMENT.

telPTrlllSTGf saici

SUMMER.
I> 1:. E. R. Clarke’s Yeoktap.le Sherry Wine
Bitters are a certain cure for Female Sickness, by
taking a wine-glass half full before getting out of
bed in the morning. Delicate Ladies will find it of
great service by using it three or four times a day.
Persons addicted to too much drinking c:.n cure the
unfortunate habit or disease, by taking these Bitters
in small doses, several times a day. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
desirous of bettering their
condition, all who desire to make money (in
connection with other business if you choose) disposing of an article entirely new, nothing of the
kind before the public. A rare chance for live, energetic persons, l-’or full particulars and instructions,
address, inclosing fifteen cents and stamp, IlfcKBERT C. SUNDERLAND, Lock Box, f.53, Providence, It. I.

This

STAl.ldtIN is i Vi-ars Old,
Splendidhands
high and weighs lion

stands

ri' l l

&

WE

WILL PAY ACEXTi

A

ami wonderful inventions.
NEK & CO., Marshall, Mich.

new

Maine.
two

NEW DISCOVERY

SOLUTION AND CMPOUNDO ELIXIR

agent.

PINE TREE TAR,
UNE^UALED in Coughs, Colds, Cat arrh, Asthma,
Bronchitis, and Consumption.
< Jures Wit hoot
Kail
A
\

SPRING

cold in three

recent

D1A A DAY FOR ALL with Stencil
Tools, Address A. E. Guaham, Spring-

Informs his customers that

complete
departments.

4)OaU

MISS

GARDINER

lias

of the MILLI-

charge

NERY and will be
py to wait

on

hap-

her

friends and
custom-

A MILLION DOLLARS.
Shrewd but quiet men can make a fortune by
vealing the secret of the business to no one.
Address

ers.

MRS. FOWLER
Has

lull line of

a

Ladies*

!tl.

Sacks

PURCHASERS OF

DRY

are

Diseases.

stamp
and staring intently, presented a most testimonials.
ludicrous appearance. They became exEXHAUSTION and the
tremely nervous; so that when a wooden
whole Sexual Science in man and woman. Send
ball, with which they were familiar pc a PHYSICAL
stamp for pamphlet. Box 2000, Boston P. O.
plaything, was accidentally moved in the
’draw, under which it was partly hidden,
A CARD.
they all instantly started away. These

A Clergyman, while residing in South Americans
behave very differently when a
a missionary, discovered a sate and simple remedy
dead fish, a mouse, and some other new for
the Cure of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay,
the Urinary and Seminal Organs, ana
objects were placed in their cages; for, Diseases oftrain
of disorders brought on by baneful
the whole
lirst
at
soon
frightened, they
though
ap- and vicious habits. Great numbers have been cured
proached, handled and examined them. by this noble remedy. Prompted by a desire to
I then placed a live snake in a paper hag benefit the afflicted and unfortunate, 1 will send the
for preparing and using this medicine, in a
with a mouth loosely closed, in one of the recipe
sealed envelope, to any one who needs it, free of
One
ol
the
Address Jos. T. Inman, Station D, Bible
moncharge.
larger compartments.
N. Y. City.
keys immediately approached, cautiously House,
opened the hag a little, peeped in and instantly dashed away. Then 1 witnessed
what Brelim has described, for monkey
THIS IS TO WAItN ALL PERSONS
against
after monkey, with head raised high and
purchasing a promissory note given by me to one
turned on one side, could not resist taking Ira llrown, hailing
from I^rovidence, K. I. The note
was obtained under (also pretences and
payment will
momentary peeps into the upright bag, at be resisted. This note was
given the 22d day of Nov.
the dreadful object lying <|uiet at the hot,rH«MAS C. MITCHELL.
l8'r0,
lari.
11
wuuiu
tom.
iuiuusi
Troy, May 21,
3wlii*
appear as it monkeys had some notion of zoological afl'inthose
ities, for
kejtl by llrelim exhibited a
NEW
■strange,though mistaken, instinctive dread
ot innocent lizards and frogs. An ourang,
also, has been known to be much alarmS. A. DLODUETT, liavino
ed at the first sight of a turtle.

monkeys

I

or

Retail,

we

Shop.

lo catcd himself in his new lirick
Shop,opposite L. A. Kuowlton &
Co’s. Store, would inform his old
cimt.nfnern nml the neerlv nuhlic. flint
he is ready lo attend to all
jobs in his line, including Ship work and general repairing.
tf;U
Belfast, Feb. 8,1871.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR

G-old and. Bonds.
ltd fast,

tf42

April 20,1871.

April 25, 1871.
A LARGE INVOICE OF

HEW CARPETS
For

Spring and Summer Sales, in new and
beautitul Designs, Iresh from the
Mills, very cheap at

G-. R. SLEEPER’S.

New Cloths &
Hats &

Clothing,
Caps,

1

PARKER, Assistant Physician.
Medical lcnoirlcdge for ererybod y,
^‘>u,Cuu copies
sold in tico years.
A Rook for «»v«»rv 71 an.
Till; SCIENCE OK LIFE OR SELF-PRESERVATION. A Medical 'Ireatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitai.itv. Premature Decline In MAN, NiiP.vor-. and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, and all otlier diseases arising from the Errors of Youth, 01: the Indiscretions on Excesses «•( mature years.
1 his is
indeed a book lor every man. Price only SI .on >■'»
pages, bound in cloth.
A Rook for
Homan.

AS AN EDITOR, OR ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Ciood references given. Address X. V. X.
Journal Office.
tf.tr
Belfast, Maine.
*

1

O O R

HE 1.FAST, Maino.
t

SEWING

For use in connection with the ELIXIR TAR i.combination of the TWO most valuable ALTERA
TIYE Medicines known in the Profession, and
renders this Pill without exception the very best
ever offered.
Send for Circular of l*OttlTIYE ( I ItTN
to your Druggiut, or to

FLORENCE & HOVE

’MACHINES
MALE

Kill

AT

Carlo & Movison’s
Belfast, Me.

HARDWARE STORE,

&jjr~Also needles, oil and all the fittings for Noth
tn.»
Machines kept constantly on hand.

Small Farm for Sale.
WE OFFER FOR SA LK Til K
Eastern sections ot lot No. R, in
the first division of lots in SearsI'll Is section will extend
port.
lroin the bay to the northern extremity of said lot No. 12, embracing tillage, pasture and woodland.
It contains about : acres, and is
well watered. On this lot is an
Orchard ot Young Apple Trees,
North of the
road is one ot the finest building spots between Belfast and Searsport. This land is about three miles
from Belfast bridge, and about two miles liom

Searsport Village.
For Terms Apply to

us

on

the Premises.

JENNKTTK D. HOUSTON.
SARAH .!. HOUSTON.
tf:tu

pmiMnn
Attorney at Law anil Real Estate Agent,
SAINT PAUL, Minnesota.
Special attention paid to conveyancing and examination of titles of Real Estate; The
payment
of taxes; or The collection and investment of monpurchase and sale of Lots and Lands in the
ey; The
city of Saint Paul, or elsewhere in Minnesota.
Owing to the great and constant rush of emigration to Minnesota with St. Paul it the centre of the
Railroad and Commercial System of the North
West, real estate in this vicinity is rapidly rising In
value, offering splendid inducements lor the investment of capital.
Money freely commands high interest, with first-class security on real estate mortFurther information given without charge,
gages.
to all desiring it.
#5r* Post Office address, 217 1-2 Third Street, Saint
tf.TL
Paul, Minnesota.

TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

£

A Perfect Title Given !
-oIN OltDKlt TO CLOSE A COXU, corn, the Two Story House and L,
in Kockland, on South sitlcol' Rockland street, adjoining Benjamin
Knowlton’s, will bo sold very low,
The house is
and possession given immediately.
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, live or
six minutes walk from the Post Ollice, High School
and Churches, it contains sixteen finished rooms,
Cellar
numerous closets and other conveniences.
under the whole. The house is in good repair, has
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spacious entries, above and below, all which are elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for
a private dwelling, or tor a Boarding House, and is
convenient for one or two families. A perfect title
will be given tree from all claims to dower. The
premises may be examined on application to Benj.
Knowlton, or to
w.

Mt^jfWshfL

PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.
tfli9
Rockland, .Jan. X5,1871.

PR E SII

AN]

Received

from

daily

Edward.

) SOfil
Portland, by

]>,

Cross,

and for sale by the PIUT, QUART or CJ.4I.
I-OJU. Also Crackers, PicklftN. Hetcliu|H,
Ac., besides a good assortment of fruit and con-

fectionery.
lext iloor

to tin*

Court lloune

•kitl.

Belfast, Maine.

VAITlOy

To Females in Delicate Health.

-ODR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endi*
is
consulted daily for all diseases
Boston,
street,
incident to the female system. Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Finer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, an- all treated
on now pathological principles, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
ne cure of diseases of women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a lew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845,having confined his whole attention to an office practice for the cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. M. to 0 P. M.
Boston, July 25, 187if.
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Ladies!
You

cun

Ladies!
have your

cott

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
Earth Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a timple means for providing, in the house,
a comfortable private closet,
affording comfort,
neatness and health. Prices $0 to $35. Send for
Circulars to

buy

an

f RA

Karlli Closet

D£

t'omjiany,

And many other articles of utility, all ot which I
at small advance, indeed so small to
would be ruinous to the Dealer.

19

OOANK ST.,

BOSTON,
lyrll

Dresses,

Sacks,

&c.,

DYED, CLEANED, & PRESSED,
Without

ripping, also with the trimmings
OK NT’S GARMENTS TIIE SAME.

Kid Gloves

Dyed

or

on.

Cleaned,

AT THE

Steam ID ye

House.

E. BARBIER & CO.,
Office at B. F. WELLS’S Fancy Good Store, No. 17
Main Street, Belfast.
Omo.'lU*

Boots, Shoos, Rubbers <fco.
-o-

The

subscriber is still at the old stand,

No. <J CITY BLOCK,

High Street,

where may be lound a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles,
embracing about cyery
variety and style in the Market. He invites his old
customers and all others in want of
anything in the
SHOE line to give him a call before purchasing.
A good stock ot

Sole & Dpiier Leather,
Calf Skius, Spills, Lasts,
And all kind of
Findings constantly

on

hand.

Also

Trunks, Valises, and Travelling
Bags.
W. T. COLBURN.
Belfast, April 20, 1871.
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Thismedicineis, without tin possibility of
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Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

(IKO. C. UliODWiN & CO., Boston.
by all Druggists.
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ations; but it loosens anil cleanses the- limes, ami .Ula\ s
.mu.lair
Ration, thus remnvhui the cattle of tluI! W
KOWI.I-: A SON, Proprietors, 1m t,
by druggists and dealers in medicim genera
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FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE,
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<Whole< de Agents, :;■* 11
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cents

Street, Boston, Mass.
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The Great

Belfast
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they

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of Levi O. ltowden, lute of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
the law directs; she therefore
requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
3wB>
JOHANNA S. DOW.

TIIE

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed

and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of John S. Cummings, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs: she therefore
all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, ami those who have any demauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
ABB1E U. CUMMINGS.
3wt5
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penny saved is

penny earned.”
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Is an unsurpassed healing \ •■gctahlc
from stain, and its healing prop. 1 tie-an n '..tier
m I
if once one becomes acquainted with tl. m in
always keep it on hand. 1- -r chapped Hand- I’m
Sure
Sure
and
'ion
Face,
on
the
Lip',
Lyes,
pies
the most
ol Cutaneous ami Mucous sue.ire', it
itarrli.
positive cure. Among all the medicines !ui
In
tin
uign action of lids ai
nothing approachIt quickly restores the glands ol tt
plication.
mueoii' membrane ol the n is.tl r.,viii- s t., a norm d
without
and healthy action, No family should
Lull directions accompany
in
a singl- day.
elc. Sold by Druggists.
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Adhesive Phenol Salve.

Is put up in rolls, fitted tor family us*-, and no family
are n n
should he without it. lt« healing prop t
it- mile
equalled hy any Salve ever before in n
»ive qualities are such, that it cannot, he wash, d
«>f exposed surfaces, like wounds on t he handIt immediately sooths and removes the pain
inflamed Sore, and quickly puts an end
toms of malignancy. Try it and you \iili m\-i
willing to be without it.

Wins’' Catlioiiu.il, TIis tiri'iit
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I ll' MYAl.tilt KILLS restore ill the
and cleanse the blood, making a complete cun and
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a return ot the diseu-r.
preventing
by all Druggists.
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tip in e\ ei v re^n. ei with ail tin modern impi.-v,
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1 ho l’AIN' ot Rheumatism fades away by
ol this Liniment so rapidly and so permanenily
everyone who has used it, is astonished at its

j

ret

or

Feb. 11, DJI.

Among the modicims for Khcitm.dism. WIN1.'.-LI.MM KM alld .MYALDIC I’ll. I. S
MYALDD
w n appro\i
stand far ahead of ail others, m»m
a

Vf n il
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A. .J. IIARRIMAN & CO.,

Myalgia is derived from two word', on- meaning
muscle, and the other pain or pang, ll theretormeans muscle pain.

mate

u

4

who!,

No. 60 Main St

Myalgtc Liniment, Myaigic Pills
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P.ellast, within and
the second Tuesday

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami tor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1871.
/''1HARLKS SARGENT, named Kxeeutor in a
certain instrument purporting to be the last
will and testament of Rufus Gilmore, late ol Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Charles give notice to all
persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on Urn second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any
have, why the same should
not be proved, appoved and allowed.
ASA T11URLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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RHEUMATISM !

deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Ciarisa, give notice to
fill persons interested by causing a copy ol tins order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that tiny
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten ol the clock before noon, anil
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
petition should not be granted.
ASA Til URIAH (111, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—11. P FiKi.n, Register.
15

At a Probate Court held at liellast, within and ter
the County ot Waldo, on tin* second Tuesday ot
May. A. L>. 1871.
MAYO. Administrator of the estate
I of Janies R. Files, late ol Monroe, in said
County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented Ids
liret account of Administration on said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
lo all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order, to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, piinted at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast within and lor said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if anv they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
ASA TIILRLOl (ill. Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fn;i.i> Register. Jw-15
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N l:\ti Fpi.tmn Fi t.i.v NI.W 1 ORK.
This well known and favorite 11«»t -1 has ree
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It i- kept on tb l.nr
plan, ami lias ample accomodation lor lour hue.!:
guests.
1 lie location is more accessible to all part: t N« w
York and Brooklyn than any other hoiicity. 1 he Broadway stages pass the Ho:
three minutes besides various lines ot str
one of which intersects every oilier rout*
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton I-err
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the
Churches,” as troin this Ferry div« rge all t
cipal railroad routes in the city of Brook!}

BOWDOIN,widow of l>:ivid Bowdom.
late of Stockton, in said < minty of Waldo, dt
ceased, having presented a petition that L. M. Partridge may hr appointed Administrator on said

AMES DODtl E, Administrator of the estate of
Eben (*. Babbidge, late ol Isleboro in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented lus
lirst and final account ot Administration on said
estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing n copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may'appear at a Probat* t 'ouut, to be held at P.eltnsi,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, it any they have, why the saiin should
not be allowed.
ASA 1 HL’KI.OlTill, Judge.
15
Alruecopy. Attest—It. P. Kiki.n, Register.

I.niah

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS

Bellast. within and i'.tithe second Ticsduv >>i

Ordered, That the said (luardian, give not ice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this older to be published three weeks successive ly in the
Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at liellast.
within and for said County,ou the second Tuesday
of June next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why tin sunn
should not be allowed.
ASA Till RLOUill, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—15. P. Fiki.i>, Register.
15
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United Slates Hotel.

IvINLiSHL BY Jd, (.luardian ol minJames N. Pendleton, late ot Prosol Waldo, deceased, having
his lirst account ol (luardianship lor al-
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Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists and countr> stores.
F. B. UllvSKKl.Iz, Proprietor, Bangor, M-
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Bucksport, Me.

l'robati (Joint held at It Mast, within and raCounty ol Waldo, on tli.nd f. da\ «d
May A. 1). Is 1.
Vf AltV A. MOOlkl', widow of A, A. Moore, late
lY-IBellas!, m said County of Waldo, di-ceasid,
having presented a petition for an allowance from
the personal estate ot said deeeax d.
Ordered, 1 h; t the said Mary give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order
to be published three weeks successivelv in the
Kepublican J< urnal printed at Bellas!, that they
may appear at a l’robate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten ot the clock before
noon, and slow cause, it any they have, why the
prayer ot said petition should not he granted.
ASA Till KIAU (ill Judge.
A true copy. Attest—li. 1*. Fiki.d, IlegisterId

At a Court of Probate, held at
for the County of Waldo, on
of May, A. 1>. 1871,
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The best Roots. Herbs ami Balks enter into the
of this Remedy, making it a -imple
a.- an unfailing cure !-•*• a I! Ti-1 i-.
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diseaseshuli'jextion, < stir. /ms-. /
('omylaint, /Hies, Headache, Heartburn, Dy.-jirp.-ia
Di: -.mess, Scrofula. Salt Tlhcuni,
mes
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, «pe.
liy the timely use ••( this medicine the bbmd
purilied. The appetite is restored. I lie -y-lem istrengthened. The liver is invigorated, the breath
is sweetened. The complexion is beuutilied.
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the general health is

of
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Hie, Mineral Water,
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all kindred

Tlli> Sell IDA MOKTOX.ol .11.ms,
o. m.built of white oak, and in good or
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F. A. KNOW I.TON, Agent.
tf.M
Belfast-, March 1, Isri
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MANUFACTURERS

ROOT AND HERD BITTERS

Ivrl7

x=.

in-

Moses Fairbanks & Co.

PIS. I.ANDI i:y*s

‘•’The author of these books is one of the most
learned and popular physicians ol the1 day, and is
entitled to the gratitude of our race1 tor these invaluable productions. It -coins to be hi- aim to induce
men and women to avoid the cause of those diseases
to which they are subject, ami he tells them just
<
how and when to do it.’
hronicle, Farmington,
Maine, Sept. ?, In'.1,'.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
N. It. The author <d the above named medical
works is the Chief Consulting Physician of the
Peabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly employed in consultation u itIi invalids Horn all parts
of the country, that he las no time to attend to
mere business details. Therefore all h-tb-rs should
be addressed to the PEA HiDY MEDICAL INS 11
TL’TE, or Dr. W. 11. P \ Rl\ ER the M.-.lieal Assistant ot the author, and hi- Business Agent, who,
as well as the author himself, maybe consulted on
all diseases requiring sk II, seereey and experience.
Inviolable Skcke* v anoCevli-in Relief.

..

publishers.

t1.«

DK. (TLV KBW KI.I/.S

o

Address tin I'ublialiers.
UIIAS. .1.
I'-£7 Blnai'n *$«*«»
Ijra

Buy mo, and I’ll do you Good.”

eminence, as
a source of instruction on v'tal matters, concerning
which lamentable ignorance1 e xists. 1 lie important
subjects presented are treat eel with delicacy, ability,
and care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for prevailing complaints are aelele-el."
[Coos Republican, Lancaster, N. H.

or
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GEO. N. &. H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.

MACHINES!

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

nil /■;. ±>, St., Kcw Ym-k.

Eierylnniy.

Flattered by the reception of, and great demand
tor, the above valuable and timely treatise, and also
to meet a great need of the present age, tin* author
has just published a new book, treating exclusively
of NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES.
15u
pp. cloth. Price $1.00, or nf.n v fuel on n cejpt o 1
$■'*. lor the otlier two books, postage paid.
These are beyond all comparison. the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published.
Then is nothing whatever that the Mauuikd n.
Si.M.r.i:, ot Iiit111;i; Sky, can either require or wish
to know*, but what s jully explained, and many
matters id the most important
and interesting
character are introduced to which no allusion e\ eh
can be found in any other works in our language.
All the New pisco vkuies ot the author, whose experience is such as probably never before tell to the
lot ot any man, are given in lull. No person should
be without these valuable books.
“Valuable Bodes.— We have received the
valuable medical works published by the Peabody
Medical Institute.
Hies.1 books are oi actual merit, and should lind a place in every intelligent family. They are not the cheap order of abominable
trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but an- written by a

responsible- professional gentleman

1

Spermrttorrha'a,

or

Involuntary Kiuidsions, iiujpo>n l Impediments to Maronaumption, Kpflepsy, aad Fits;
11i.;•

-.-

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of
PllYSI0L.04SlCAI.LY AND P.VI'llOl.OOK Vl.I.Y, 1 TOlIl
Infancy to Old A<.k, with elegant Ili.i >iraTlVK Knobavins. K.'»o pages, bouiul in beautilul
French cloth. Price
A Hook for

addressing

y

Transparent ami clear an crystal, it \ii! not »i 1
the finest fabric- perfectly S A l" i., < !,KAN and 1.1
F1CIKNTdesideratum*' I.ONC Mll'i.H 1 l«>R
AND FOUND AT CAST
HI It restores and prevents th Hair from bcee.mi :g
Dray imparts a soft, glossy appearance,
n;
Damlruir, is cool amt refreshing to the head, ele < ks
the Hair from lulling oil, and restores it to ,i i. at
extent when prematurely Iom, prevents Headaches,
cures all Humors, cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural Heat. AS A DRKSSIMi FOR I II K II A I K
IT IS Till. 1‘i.ST A 111 K !.K IN 111 K MARK I 1.
DK. (<, SMITH Patentee, Croton .1 miction,
Muss. Prepared only by PRO<’TT.K IJUOTllKKs,
(iloucesl. r, Mas-. T he Hemline is put up in :i panm-1 bottle, made expressly lor it, w ith the naim- el
the article blown in. the glass. Ask \our Druggist
tor Nature’.- Hair Restorative, ami lake no other.
flag-1 ho. tost, athret cent -lamp, ami m mllm ‘•Treatise on ti
Human Hair," whieh is worth ifut'O.Oo to
«'.nio*J'>
any person.

a
the

CORONER!

PROPRIETORS,

y
b

At

)LU E WiXTEII!

P. HYDE & CO

<4
04

very

l»i««of the \0*E. THltO.tT
ami Ll ULiN.
THE COMPOUND

to sell
propose
be
undersold

G. R SLEEPER.

are

.1 () H N

Curtains & Fixtures.
(USfC/owie and See

I

For INHALATION without application of IIKAT.
remarkably VALL ABLK discovery as the whole
apparatus can be carried in the vest pocket, ready at
any time for the most effectual and positively curative use in

to

ALSO

or

H

No
No SUGAR OF LEAD
No NITRATE
LITHARGE
OF SILVER, and is entirely
free from the Poisonous and
Health destroying Drugs used
in other Hair Preparations.

Dit. W. II.

Xo. 41 EmlicotC ftt., IBohIoii.
AH letters requiring advice must contain one dollav to insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1 1871 —1 yr.

A

confident will find

Styles and Prices
satisfactory.

years, until relieved

mo TI1E LADIES.—The celebrated DR. L. DIX
A- particularly Invites all Ladies who need a Med
ill or Surgical adviser to call at his Rooms, 41
Endicott St!, Boston, Mass., which they will find
arranged for their special accommodation1)R. DIX having devoted over twenty years to
this particular branch ol the treatment of all di*
eases peculiar to females, is now conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known practitioners in the sale, speedy
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
Ilis medicines are prepared with the express purpose ot removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which How from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor is now lully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at

A

Volatile Solution of Tar

re-

containing particulars and
Address Box 5120, New York.

Blacksmith

GOODS,

at Wholesale

successfully

Acute

•

CONVINCES !

NinovTov.

and Garments of the Latest

Broadway, Wen Fork.

VAWWAMEE,
R.,
treats all classes of Chronic and
JW.
Send
for circular

TRIAL

Searsport, April 3,1871.

pat-

terns for

4. E. CASPAR,

OSti

III.OOO.

bay

A MONTH Horse and Carriage furnished.
Expenses paid. 11. Shaw, Allred, Me.

Patented Jan. 1. 1871. Agents wanted everywhere.
100 per ct. profit. Samples by mail, :!Gc. Send at
once for circulars and testimonials.
Litti.k Wonder M’E’o Co., 15 it 17 Court St., Boston, Mass.

THE

SOLE

St tjh.

THE LITTLE WONDER.

Of

ALSO,

L

field, Vt.

tf[QQC

to six

Including Scrofula and Lruptions of the skin, Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Liver and Kidneys, Heart
Disease, and Cent ral Debility.

H. H. JOHNSON

in all

and

hours;
also by its
ITALLSINU, PI RIF\ I NO and Ml Ml I.A UNO |
effects niton the general System, is remarkably effi-

All

No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston.

€'!»«*mit'.tI ai»U .Tlnlical Ndeaice.

cacious in all
IHSE.4NEM

SAL-

Address M. W’Ati-

i-:

FIRST AND ONLY SOLUTION over made in
mixture >>t ALL THE TWELVE vulu
able active principals ol' the well known curative

Street, "Belfast,

or

moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may
be the disease,condition or situation ot anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. L. Dix, No. 41 Kmlieott Street, Boston. Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1871—1 yr.

charges

TAR |

April 11, 1<:i.

months

••

j!

Woodward,

tor

that it is contained in their nostrums, so tint the
usual lee” mav be obtained for professedly curing,
or
the dollar,” or fraction of it,” may he obtain,.,t for the nostrum. It is thus that many are de!or expericeived, also, and spend large amoun*
ments with quackery.
DR. DIX'S

one

Hersey

an Her

cured,
possible, by competent physicians.
ULT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,
Notwithstanding the foregoing tacts are known to
vet. resome quack doctors and nostrum-maker*,
are
gardless ot the life and health ot others, there
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or

Drt. E. F. GARVIN S

CALL.

fll-MAIV I'iUO.

it

Morrill Chief will stand at m\ Stable in Not; I II
SKAHSPOIH on Mondays Wednesdays, I'liursdavs
and Fridays. At Searsport Village un T uesday forenoon, at Stockton Tuc-day afternoon, coming'home
through Prospect. On Saturdays In will be at Belfast.
To Warrant, i?bJ. By the Reason, $10.
TERMS
Colts hidden tor service of the
Single Service,
horse.
E. W. SEAYEY,
North Sears] ort, April
1S71.
jui lv

In

large assortment, ii l*o\«»# for
Remember the place,
CViiIn.
and be sure to give us a

Read This!

ARY or $30 PER WEEK anal
Expenses, or allow a large commission to sell our

and

lii

>

COLLARS,

PAPER

WANTEB.—All

Agents !

IS US 1 RU

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy,hereiies upon Mkiutky,
atui gives it to all his patients, in Tills, Drops, Sec.,
ignorant, adds to
so the Nostrum-maker, equally
his go-called Extracts,Specific*, Antidote, .te.,both
reiving upon its effects in curing a tew in a hundred,
it is t rumpeted u various ways t hroughout the land,
some ot
but, alas! nothing is said ot the balance, to
linger
whom die, others grow worse and are hit

pounds. He was brought from Vermont
by I). E. LUCY, and his pedign is as follows
Morrill Chief was sired by Young Morrill, Jr., he
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he by
Woodbury Morgan, lie by .Justin Morgan. Old Mor
rill’s dam was by Harris Jlambietonian, Morrill
Chief’s dam was by Napoleon, lie by Flint Morgan,
lie by Sherman Morgan .and In-by Justin .Morgan.
Morrill Chief's grand dam b\ sln-runm Morgan, Jr.,
lie hy Sherman Morgan.

the best in use, which we offer in the
above sale.

his STOCK is

Invented by the lute Bisuor Soule, is creating a
revolution in the cure of S« iatk a, Rheumatism,
Neuraluia, Kidney and Spinal Complaints,
Sore Throat, Sprains, &c. The cures cUVctcd
by it arc almost beyond belief. Try it, use nothing
else, and you will be cured. It is the only\cure for
that dreadful disease, Sciatica.
For sule by Druggists, price $1.56 per bottle. F.
W. RYDER & SON, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

M ITKII1 A Lfl.

Morrill Chief!

FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE
without the least injury to the linest fabric. Sold
by Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers. FRA
GRANT SAPOLIENE CO., XI Bui clay St., New
La Salle St., Chidago.
York,

AND M A NT KACTUUKRS Ob'

unman-

OPENING!
Clothing;

QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
recomthrough false certificates and references,and
mendations ot their medicines by the dea l, who
cannot expose or contradict them, or who, besides,
medical
to further their impositions, copy from
books, much that is written of the qualities and effects ol different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to thWr Pills, Extracts, Specifics, Ac.,
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,”
but now known to •'kill more than is cured,’’and
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

OKAl'HOSCOl'ES,
NEW VIEWS OF YOSEMITE,
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
feJl Broadway, New York,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,

Department

51 Main

be Cured.

j

Snow has recently fallen in various
of the country, and the reporters
don’t know whethor to credit it to last
Winter or next Winter.

ROMOS,

PHOTO I.ANTKKN SLIDES

ONE

I was so much surprised at his account
that I took a stuffed and coiled-up snake
into the monkey-itonse at the Zoological
(hardens, and the excitement thus caused
was one of the most curious spectacles
which 1 ever beheld. Three species of
('ercophitheeus were the most alarmed ;
they dashed about their cages and uttered
sharp signal cries of danger, which were
understood by the other monkeys.
A
few young monkeys and one old Anuhis baboon alone took no notice of the
I then placed the stuffed specimen
snake.
on the ground in one of the
large compartments. After a time all the monkeys collected around in a large circle,

parts

VIEWS,
ALBUMS,

cation, manufacture

Flannels,

WCOHSUMIPTIVEN! I1VAI IIIN! do
: not fail to give this celebrated Remedy an immediate
trial. You will be charmed and surprised it its
prompt and beneficial effects. Price One Dollar per
; bottle. Sold by all druggists.

kept.

observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

S T ER E OSCOPI g S

Invite the attention of the Trade to their extensive
assortment of the above goods, of their own publi-

Drawers,

Fifteen year’s successful experience proves beyond
the possibility ol a doubt, that by the prompt and
timely use ol

[ From Darwin’s Descent ol Mnn.J

were

large cities,

591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

in

lirehm gives a curious account of tlie
instinctive dread which his monkeys exhibited toward snakes; hut their curiosity
was so great that they could not desist
front occasionally satiating their horror,
in a most human fashion, by lifting up
the lid of the box in which the snakes

IIY

acknowledged sk:,l ami reputation,
attained through so long experk me, practice, and

Aperient,

And for this reason; it is an exact counterpart ol
the most valuable natural medicines in the
We refer to the great Seltezer Spring of
world.
Germany, to which thousands of the dyspeptic, the
billious, the rheumatic, and the victims of venal
diseases resort annually, and return to their homes
convalescent or cured. The Aperient is one of tinfirst and by far the most successful ol all the ell'orts
made to reproduce, in a portable form, the popular
mineral waters of Europe.
that you |>nrcliame only tin* genuine article.
one o!

Afraid of Snakes.

To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.

Cloth

Hop.' may whisper with the dead
r.y bending forward when* they are:
lint Memory, with a backward tread.
ommiiiies with them afar.
Vi\.

Of

SA IjK

Cll

a

joy> We lose are but forecast.
we 'hall find them all once more;
look behind us for the Past.
Put lo! *t is all before !

by Mail or Express, solicited and will
prompt attention.

cians—many
because of his

as

Shirts-

CtHEAl*

shed,

TWENTY YEARS
in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to many Citizens. Publishers, MerHotel
Proprietors, &c., that he is much rechants,
commended, and particularly to
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

engaged

DR. DIX
ALl^EKT A' BUIiGKSS,
Professors and respectable Physi72 MAIN ST.,
Belfast, Maine.
proudly refersottowhom
consult him in critical cases,

nishing goods
sucli

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

A®- Orders

1'OH

is THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSIC IAN

he

maps,

TOWN AND COUNTY BONDS.
PAYABLE BY THE STATE TREASURER.
TEN PER CENT. FIRST MORTGAGE LOAN
WITH WIDE MARGINS.
C O..
J 4('OH It. MIIPlIEnn

And

ever;, grave gives up its dead
C
it i> overgrown with grass;
fit- n w hy should hopeless tears be
«»i m ed we cry, “Ala'.**?

Cloths, propose to sell them from lO
per cent, below what they have ever been
offered in this Market. They will sell good,
durable SUITS of heavy CLOTHING for
$*. Good all WOOL CLOTHS,
from 30 cents to $1.00 per
yard, such as has been previously sold from $1.00
to $1.25 per yard. A
large lot of fur-

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that

I

fl
a

wikhop«,
1».

Mniial .iml l'lr.-i" il In' ii; -it
Ity BOBKIt T
UUI.N KliW i'.l :
M. lautli"r of tin ‘Urecn
Uook,,? &e.
Tin1 world-renowned auihiT, mi this admirable
I. ctun dearly j*r*-\ s from hisown
experience that
the awful conde*|ii* ne* ot i?» ll-Abus* may bo eihctually removed without medicine-, .ml without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, in>t rumciit s,
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mod. ol cure
once cerium and ••llectualoy which every mi Herer,
no matter what his condition
may b*\ rmiv cunhimself cheaply, privately, and radically.
Till.-,
I.KCITIU: W!!.l, I’KOVK A IJOON 'In TIHU's
AM'S \N!» r NOUS AN Ins.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address.on reta il t of-ix cents, or two postage stamp

domains no

(Opponito Il«*v«*r<‘ llointe.)

ton Process.
2d. The SPIRAL COGS used on tills Wringer
gives the utmost ease aud steadiness in working,
and will not throw out of gear.
:<d. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP neadily
adjusts this Machine to tubs of any size or thickness
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
4th. SIMPLICITY,STRENGTH,and BEAUTY
are combined in this Machine, with all the requisites
of a lirst-class Wringer.
Prices as low as other standard Wringers,
receive

ILLINOIS
INVESTMENT, SECURITIES.
1
TEN PER CENT. REGIS TERED
L

'flic dead live,—nevermore to die;
And often, when we mourn them fled,

1st. The ROLLERS are ol large size and Best
Quality of White Rubber, and are secured to their
Shafts in the most permanent manner, by the Moul-

H

Settled Envelope. Price six cent*.

«

IW Aiiluro, Treatment ami Radical

<>ii

riage generally;

tj
i I

OFFICE,

to

Uurc oi Sruiii:,
due*.I by iii'ii-A
!• lay, ,\•

I]

y

J't'i •>/,( /

A Uctiin'

f>

H

HR. L. DIX’8
PRIVATE MEDICAL

Just

1}

fi
<4

MISERY.

HUMAN

II ESTORAT I V E!

PUBLISHED BY THE

£1 Kmlicott Street, ISoNton, Mans.
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
Ho. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:

common

to

EXPLORING TICKETS are sold at the Company's ticket office at Chicago, and all other principal
stations on its line, and it the purchaser buys land
the amount paid lor the ticket is applied on the purchase money.

Dead.

u ts that never cease to yearn!
brimming tear's that ne'er are dried !
I'lie dead, though they depart, return
As though they hud not died!
The living are the only dead;

•

Clothing

pamphlets, or any other information
respecting them, address EBENK/.r.lt COOK, Land
Commissioner, Davenport, Iowa.
For

la-

<

Made

Ready

purchasers.

1

*

being desirous of elosing out their entire stock of

and

Acres?

I'hls Company is now otlering for sale about six
hundred thousand acres of the tinest agricultural
The Company sells only t<>
lands in the West.
actual settlors, and the prices are exceedingly reasonable, ranging from $•> to $15 per acre—the average
being about $>. The greater part ot these lands
are situated along the line ot its railroad between
the cities of Des Moines and Council Bluffs, anil
are in the most accessible and fertile region in the
.State.
Sales made lor cash or on credit long enough to
enable any industrious man to pay lor the land out
of its crops.
These lands arc held under a title direct iroin the
General Government, and are not mortgaged or encumbered in any way. Full warranty deeds given to

>

t

HERSEY t. WOODWARD,

CHOICE IOWA LANDS.

we had but known, if we had but known!
W e had climbed tin* hill together
I lie path before us seemed all our own,
Ami the glorious Autumn weather.
W e had sown; the harvest was thereto reap,
W e bad worked: lo! the wages ready,
Abo was to guess that the last long sleep
Wa> (dosing round one already.
\\ ilh ne\, r a w arning, sharp and
strong,
« nne the bitter wrench of doom,
\nd I 'Ve, and sorrow, and yearning long
M i\ wail by the lonely tomb.
Mi, k« ene.'t of pangs mid the mourner's moan.
we had but known, if we had but known!

the

54 Main St,, Belfast, Maine.

Company.

If

Grief for

i==

A T

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad

Are the gray, unansw’ering skies!
W<• < an never unsay a thing we said.
While the wean life drags past,
We never ran staunch the wound we bled.
Where :i chance stroke struck it last.
Mi. the patient love 'neath the heavy stone,
II we had but known, if we had but known!

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

vousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTHjSEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

SPIRAL GEAR.

Travelers Life and Accident Insurance Company, of Hartford, Cohn., grants all the
usual forms of LIFE and EUDOD MEXT
Policies, on exceedingly favorable terms. Ample
Security and Low Kates.

may,

HAIR

Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ol the Joints; Ner-

The

one,

had but know n, if we had but known,
W bile yet we stood together,
Ib'W. thoughtless look, a slighting tone.
Would siing and jar forever!
« "id lie*, the turf
for the burning kiss,
t he cross stands deaf to cries,
i bill :i' the wail of silence is.
i:

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

THE GREAT CAUSE

MATURE’S

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

Incident to Married and

—

unsaid, undone.
\\i. priceless hours forever flown,
i' we had but known, it wo had but known!
<

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

Thirty

had but known, it we had but known,
I hose winter nights
together,
1! -w one would -it by the health alone.
In the next I >e.ember weather;
'V y, we
sped those last hours, each for each,
With music. and games, and talk,
careless. bright, delicious speech
With no doubt or tear to balk.
I I'uehiug on all things, grave and gay.

leaving, as happy people

WRINGER.

O F

Company, of Hartford, Connecticut, paid
$20,000 on W. II. Forbush and Win.
C. Curry, victims ol the Now Hamburgh
Railroad accident; $5,000 on the late
Jas. IL Blake, mayor ot Worcester, Muss,
and $5,000 on the late S. II. Lewis, Jr., ol St.
Albans, Vt. All these accidents occurred, and the
each
insurance was paid, within throe months
claim being paid about 6ixty days before it was due
by the terms of the policy. The Travelers has
paid 8EVJEH 1H A DIIEII DOLL ARS A
It AY in benefits to its policy-holders, for death or
injury by accident, for every working day during the
past seven years.

e

Y-

RELIANCE

ERS

\ud the
of the murmuring Hood.
!.■ h ivni- to Time's pitiless river thrown.
ii we had blit known,If \vc had but known!

With the freedom Of two in

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L,
OUU DIX if failing to cure in less time' an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to all weather, with sate and pleasant med-

H

nOLLAlti PAID.—The TRAVELLike and Accident Insurance

v.
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GRAND SALE
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LUCE,

Attorney
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All lut-im

Tin nr. and
II has a wide range of application.
In-h p» n-ilde i.-r
most immediate reli- 1 from pain.

|1 nMil|

(’•■his, Cough, Diarrluu, Dysentery, Cholera,
Made expressly lor those who want tin lust, and
None utliei- lut'd buy.
know after they get it.
Every person ought to bav. if, whether at hum
abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March :>0, ls7L
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Law,
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BOOTS & SHOES
A T

MADDOCK’S

\n. ll\ fii'lmii llmisr

Boston and Portland Steamers tall here daily
within six miles ol Kail road •onununioation with
daily trains lor Boston and Portland, one of the
most desirable locations in Maine, lor the Hotel
and summer resort, sold on account ot business in
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
attention.
Full particulars as to terms ot sale &c., on application to the proprietor.
W. H. MATHEWS, Searspott, Me.

A

SijiiaiT. I’ruy.

V.i,'r liiiiMiii'

,/rsr oi‘/:\ /■:/> :
.ml Summer
Cargo ami N.u st.- k her Spnua
». Stv|e tor
All the

Lad

H
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w
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'h,
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EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE IT.

(1 !i ill I ini.

DR. GUILMETTES

Mens,
ll.

Extract, of J-aniper,

irregularities

1

mn«*

fTMl I-. WELL KNOWN, N<>iii'N|MM't House
A. three stories high, finished in Modern Style,
and containing 33 or more large ami nimcim ni
rooms, is now ottered for sale. Attached i- a Stable
nearly new, -10x70, both House and Stable abundant
ly supplied with water. Ihe I.IYKUY STOCK,
8 to 10 Horses, Cari iages. Harnesses, Kobe&c.
will also be sold.
This Hotel is the only I’uhlic House, in the piae.
is situated in the central part of Senrsport, at lb.
head ot Penobscot Bay. one ot tlftuo-t beautiful
bays in the world tor’ fishing and -ailing, which
renders Seursport a line summer resort, oik tb ii
has already become very popular w it li the traveling
whose patronage is constantly inert as
public, and roads
afford every facility, for pleasur.
ing. Fiue

As a delicious tonic healthful, and curative for all
diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia. Nervous Debility, &c., it is unrivalled. To Females it is especially recommended for
all
of the menses, and disorders pecul
iar to their system, as it can be used with periect
districts it is a great preventIn
malarious
safety.
ive of Fever and Ague.
C1IAS. S. FAi i.KNKU, Wholesale Agent,
40 Barclay st., New 3 ork.
Sold by 8. A. HOWES & CO., Belfast, Ale.
3m4;i

Mil.

line assortment -'I KIiiih'N. Cl
flaI'orkn. ami :i ••etui v.ciety of Farming Im
1'lenieiii iu general. l-'or sale at the lowest mark'
A. J. HARRIMAN & CO
l-iio c I*y
IC«-1 fast. f| «•
]%'o. 4*41 tlaii* hi

A VALTABLK HOTKLSTAND
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The best assortment of INFANT’S
HOOT*. MIIOKM

All! AIKLE-TIKN.

to lie foil ml in Belfast.

♦jrC ALL AND
Belfast, May tu, 18:1.
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